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Automated Storage and Retrieval (AS/R) Systems

have had a considerable impact on manufacturing and

distribution processes. The configuration of AS/R sys-

tems vary considerably, depending on the particular ap-

plication.

The effect of different retrieval scheduling rules

is analyzed and compared for three different unit-load

AS/R systems operating under dual-command cycle. The

AS/R systems differ in the number of docks (or in-

put/output points) per aisle. The system is based on

that there are two storage (S1, S2) and two retrieval

(R1, R2) sources. The three AS/R systems are: (1) one

dock per aisle handling both storage and both re-

trievals; (2) two docks, one at each end of the aisle,

with storage requests from S1 and S2 retrieved by



either RI or R2; and (3) two docks, one at each end of

the aisle, with storage requests from Si retrieved by

RI and storage requests from S2 retrieved by R2. ; The

same scheduling rule, first- come - first serve /closest-

open location, was used for storage. However, re-

trieval scheduling rules analyzed in the study were

first-come-first-serve, nearest-neighbor, and nearest-

neighbor with a maximum wait time limit.

A simulation model was developed for each combina-

tion of scheduling rule and layout and three perfor-

mance measures were examined--throughput, mean waiting

time, and maximum waiting time. The results obtained

from this investigation show that the efficiency of the

AS/R system can be improved oy the introduction of two

docks in each aisle when the input pallets are stored

in the closest-open-location, and the input/output pal-

lets for the two docks are independent of each other

(layout 3).

In general, each performance measure reflects an

independent optimum solution for each layout, or combi-

nation of layout and scheduling policies. The use of

one of these independent solutions can serve to opti-

mize selected AS/R configurations with regard to the

given performance measures, but at the same time other

performance measures may be affected adversely. Thus,



there is no one global optima; the optimum is a func-

tion of the performance measure used.
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EVALUATION OF SCHEDULING RULES FOR SINGLE- AND

DUAL-DOCK AUTOMATED STORAGE/RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

I. INTRODUCTION

Background

Automated storage and retrieval (AS/R) systems

have had a dramatic impact on storage and warehousing.

Through the application of computer controls, handling

and storage systems have been successfully integrated

into manufacturing and distribution processes. The

primary application of these methods has been in the

storage and retrieval of finished goodsbut recent

AS/R focus has been directed to work in process, raw

materials and supplies in an effort to assure that ma-

terial control and manufacturing operations can work in

concert to create a cost-efficient, optimum flow of ma-

terials with resultant increases in productivity. This

requires the integration of the AS/R system into the

total matrix of a plant's material handling system and

automated processes.
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AS/R System Configurations

The configuration of AS/R systems vary consider-

ably depending on the particular application. A typi-

cal AS/R system, as shown in Figure 1.1, consists of

storage racks, automatic stacker cranes, link convey-

ors, and input/output (I/O) stations.

The basic function of the automatic stacker crane

is to store and retrieve warehoused materials. Typi-

cally, each aisle is assigned its own automatic stacker

crane (Figure 1.2), consisting of a single- or double-

mast frame, a carriage, a shuttle, drives and guidance

mechanisms. A stacker crane most often has three me-

chanical drives: horizontal and vertical drives, which

function simultaneously to move the crane diagonally

and reduce travel time, and shuttle drive, which trans-

fers the load between the crane and storage locations

on the facility's racks. The conveyor system provides

the link between the warehouse and incoming and out-

going pallets from a source or to a destination. The

input/output (I/0) point is located at the point where

pallets are exchanged between the conveyors and the

cranes.

In general, four types of AS/R systems have been

developed for manufacturing use: unit-load, person-on-

board, mini-load and carousel systems. For the unit-
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Figure 1.1 Typical AS/R System Layout (Handbook of
Industrial Engineering, 1982).
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Cab for Operator

Figure 1.2 Person-On-Board and Unit-Load
Automatic Stacker Cranes (Handbook of

Industrial Engineering, 1982).



load system, loads are palletized or placed in a tote

or container. For light loads, the stacker crane ca-

pacity varies between 300 to 700 lbs, reaching lifting

heights up to 40 ft. For heavier loads, the stacker

crane capacity may be from 700 to 8800 lbs, lifting

loads to heights of up to 100 ft. Horizontal movement

speeds range from 60 to 500 feet per minute, whereas

vertical travel speeds range from 60 to 100 feet per

minute (Handbook of Industrial Engineering, 1984).

The person-on-board AS/R system (Figure 1.2) is

used for in-aisle order retrieval. The operator

"picks" the items from shelves or bins within the stor-

age structure and places the picked items into totes or

modules which are than carried by the s/R machine to

the end of the aisle for dispatch. The efficiency of

the person-on-board system may be increased by provid-

ing the operator with an on-board computer which gener-

ates such information as the location and quantities of

the item to be retrieved.

The mini-load AS/R system (Figure 1.3) is used for

end-of-aisle order retrieval and reshelving. This sys-

tem provides real-time inventory controls, is generally

space efficient and is appropriate for handling small

parts that are stored in containers and tote boxes.

The last type, the carousel (Figure 1.4), consists of a

horizontally revolving bin that moves stored materials

to the pick station. It consists of a set of carriers,
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Figure 1.3 Mini-Load Automatic AS/R System (Handbook
of Industrial Engineering, 1982).
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Figure 1.4 Carousel AS/R System (Handbook of
Industrial Engineering, 1982).
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each of which is in turn is composed of vertical rows

of multishelf bins. The drive mechanism rotates the

carriers to bring the appropriate bin to the "picker".

Existing plant layout, material handling prac-

tices, the types of loads handled and desired through-

put rates must all be considered in the design or se-

lection of an AS/R system. This type of decision may

be formulated by the system supplier, by the user of

the system, or by both.

AS/R Improvement Potential

Because of the importance of the stacker crane cy-

cle time in the development of AS/R throughput, consid-

erable attention has been given to the time required

for the stacker crane to perform both single-command

and dual-command cycles. In the unit-load system, a

single-command cycle consists of either storage or re-

trieval objectives, but not both. A single-command

crane storage cycle time is the sum of the times re-

quired to "pick" the load at the I/O point, travel to

the storage location, place the load in the rack, and

return to the I/O point. A single-command retrieval

cycle time is similar, operating in the reverse direc-

tion. A dual-command cycle involves both storage and

retrieval in which cycle time is the sum of time re-

quired to "pick" the load at the I/O point, travel to

the storage location, place the load in the rack,
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travel empty to the retrieval location, retrieve a

load, and return to the I/O location.

For either of stacker crane systems there is a

significant potential for reduction of travel time. A

time reduction which may be achieved by scheduling

three elements: assignment of multiple items to the

same pallet; assignment of pallet loads to storage lo-

cations; and development of rules for sequencing stor-

age and retrieve requests. For the dual-command unit-

load AS/R crane system, Graves and Hausman (1977)

demonstrated that system throughput can be dramatically

increased by the application of crane interleaving

based upon class-base storage location assignments and

the nearest-neighbor principle in retrieval queue se-

lections. In addition, Khan (1982) showed that the

crane travel time can be reduced by introducing a zone

nearest to the I/O point for recycling empty or par-

tially picked pallets. This resulted in throughput im-

provement in end-of-aisle AS/R systems with some par-

tially picked pallets.

All of the AS/R system research prior to this

study has been based on the assumption that each aisle

has only one I/O point, which is located at the end of

the aisle. Each time the crane leaves the I/O point,

the crane must return to the I/O point from which it

started independent of the scheduling rules used or the

distance the crane travels along the aisle.
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The purpose of this study is to introduce a unit-

load AS/R system with two I/O points located at oppo-

site ends of each aisle (Figure 1.5). Both I/O points

would have identical functions for handling inputs and

outputs and for each crane cycle, and the origin or

terminus point could be either one of the two I/O

points. The result could be a substantial increase in

system throughput based upon (1) the intelligent selec-

tion of storage locations for input pallets for each

I/O point, and (2) rules for sequencing storage and

retrieval requests.

The results of this study will be useful to AS/R

system designers for whom system objectives are to

serve several different input sources and output desti-

nations. Moreover, the results of this study will of-

fer AS/R system users a practical means to improve ef-

ficiency since the cost of adding an additional I/O

point is much less than the costs of adding an addi-

tional automatic stacker crane.
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II. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

Literature Review

A great variety of research has been conducted in

the area of AS/R system throughput improvement. Some

approaches have sought to apply mathematical techniques

to the formulation of scheduling rules and location as-

signments policy. Others have been directed at the use

of computer simulation techniques to replicate the fac-

tors affecting AS/R system efficiency. The common fac-

tor in all of the previous research in this area has

been the maximization of system throughput by minimiz-

ing crane travel time.

Hausman and Schwarz (1976) presented a study com-

paring AS/R crane travel time for a randomized storage

system with turnover based retrieval. Interleaving or

dual-command cycles were not allowed, the storage rack

was assumed to be square in time, and the I/O point

(the dock) was placed at one corner of the racks. Two

storage assignment rules were considered and compared.

First, the "Random Storage Assignment" rule approxi-

mated the commonly used "Closest-Open-Location" rule,

in which pallets are randomly stored in any rack loca-

tion. Second, a "Turn-Over Based Assignment" rule
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(Figure 2.1) was developed, in which the items and

storage racks are partitioned into a small number of

classes (2 or 3) according to the item turnover rate

and the travel distance from the I/O point. For exam-

ple, the class of items with the highest turnover rate

is randomly assigned within the class of locations

closest to the I/O point. This second rule generated

improvement ranging from 26 to 71 percent for 20/60 to

20/90 turnover distributions taken from an ABC curve in

comparison to the first rule. Similarly, throughput

improvement was achieved by the use of class-base stor-

age method for two- and three-class storage assign-

ments. The improvement percentages for this storage

assignment system were 70 and 85 percent of the poten-

tial for a fully turnover-based system for two-class

and three-class assignments, respectively.

Graves and Hausman (1977) presented an improvement

to the above system. Various combinations of alterna-

tive storage assignment rules and scheduling policies

were analyzed based upon generation of a dual-command

cycle for each trip and comparisons of expected AS/R

crane travel time. Results indicated that a reduction

in expected AS/R machine travel time could be obtained

by the application of turnover-based storage in place

of randomized storage. The largest reduction of crane

trip time was generated by the use of a full turnover-

based storage assignment integrating interleaving and a
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first-come-first-served (FCFS) retrieval queue, follow-

ed in turn by two- and three-class turnover-based stor-

age assignments. However, these results were only of

theoretical importance since, as was stated in the

study, it would be unrealistic to assume that the turn-

over of every pallet stored in the system could be

known and/or constant over time.

Graves and Hausman (1978) then developed a com-

puter simulation model to examine the results of their

previous study. Simulation demonstrated that a sub-

stantial increase in system throughput resulted from

the application of turnover-based storage assignment

rules and from interleaving (for a dual-command cycle).

However, the actual improvement was generally slightly

smaller than predicted. The reason for this discrepan-

cy was that when one queue was empty and interleaving

was not possible, the crane could not wait until inter-

leaving could again be applied but proceeded to serve

the non-empty queue in a non-interleaving mode. Hence,

for simulation purposes, the scheduling policy was

actually a mixture of systems based on mandatory inter-

leaving and no interleaving.

Han and McGinnis (1987) have developed a lower

boundary for dual-command cycle time, addressing

throughput improvement in a conventional unit-load AS/R

system by retrieval sequencing when several retrieval

requests are presented and dual-command cycles are per-
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formed. Taking the FCFS rule as the reference sequenc-

ing rule, nearest-neighbor sequencing with a block of

15 to 20 retrievals and 100 percent dual-command cycles

reduced travel-between time (that is, travel time be-

tween storage and retrieval points) by 60 percent if

there is one open location. Moreover, an even greater

reduction resulted from the use of more than one open

location. Their analysis indicated that for a typical

AS/R system, a 60 percent reduction in travel-between

time would yield a 12 percent increase in system

throughput. For a large, multi-aisle system, a 12 per-

cent increase in throughput could lead to the elimina-

tion of an aisle. In addition, Han and McGinnis estab-

lished a lower boundary on mean dual-command cycle time

for systems based on different retrieval block sizes

and numbers of open locations. Based on this limit, a

22 percent increase in throughput was the maximum pos-

sible and it was concluded that the opportunity for

further improvement was slight.

In the studies cited above, the AS/R system I/O

point was assumed to be located at either the left or

right corners of the storage rack and every trip origi-

nated and terminated at this I/O point. In 1984, Bozer

and White examined travel times based upon three alter-

native I/O locations: (1) at the opposite ends of

aisle; (2) at the same end of aisle but placed at dif-

ferent elevations; and (3) at the same elevation but at
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the aisle midpoint (Figure 2.2). Taking as the basis

of comparison the expected dual-command travel time for

two random locations, one for a storage point and one

for a retrieval point, and restricted to the assump-

tions defined in their study, Bozer and White concluded

that configuration (2) performed 18.3 percent better

than configuration (1), and configuration (3) performed

26.2 percent better than configuration (2).

Problem Formulation

A typical unit-load AS/R system with several

aisles in each of which storage and retrieval are

served by an AS/R crane was considered. A conveyor

system provided the link between the system and the

destination or source for storage or retrieval, and the

I/O point was located at the left-corner of each aisle.

The exchange of pallets from the crane to the conveyor

occurred at the I/O point.

In this type of AS/R system, one method of improv-

ing throughput would involve reduction of mean crane

travel time by reducing the dimensions of the rack.

However, reducing the dimensions of the rack would in-

cur the loss of storage locations and capacity and an

additional aisle would be required to maintain a con-

stant storage capacity for the overall system. This

would result in additional AS/R acquisition expense

since each aisle is equipped with its own crane and
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from an economic point of view, increasing throughput

for each storage aisle by the reduction of rack dimen-

sions is not feasible.

Another approach to throughput improvement is to

assign storage items to the closest-open-location, pro-

cessing them on an FCFS policy. This is realistic for

the storage process since for input and output most

AS/R systems are interfaced with a conveyor loop, with

little opportunity available for changing the sequence

in which storage pallets are presented to the conveyor.

For retrievals, requests are simple messages, particu-

larly in a computer-controlled AS/R system. Thus, the

retrieval requests could be arranged in any convenient

sequence, and the travel time between storage and re-

trieval locations in a dual-command cycle could be re-

duced by adequate sequencing of the retrievals. Over-

all system performance improvement would be the result.

It is evident that the average travel time to move

the crane from a storage location to a retrieval loca-

tion can be reduced by optimizing the retrieval se-

quence. However, optimizing retrieval request sequenc-

ing is a complex problem. Given a retrieval list with

a single open location for the initial storage opera-

tion, the sequencing problem is equivalent to the well-

known traveling salesman problem in dynamic program-

ming, which provides evidence that no efficient solu-

tion algorithm can be developed for optimization of the
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sequencing problem. Moreover, the problem assumes even

greater complexity when multiple open locations are

available.

Another problem with the optimal retrieval se-

quencing is the dynamic nature of the retrieval list.

New retrieval requests appear at times when prior re-

quests are being performed, and in order to maintain an

optimal retrieval sequence the list must be rearranged

each time a new retrieval request arrives. The follow-

ing alternatives may be considered to manage the dyna-

mics of this situation:

1) Select a "block" of retrievals containing the

first K entries in the retrieval queue. K

retrievals are searched until the nearest-

neighbor is found. The search is repeated each

time the crane completes a storage assignment

and once the block of retrievals has been com-

pleted, a second block of K retrieval requests

is selected.

2) Maintain an optimal retrieval list by rese-

quencing the list each time a new retrieval re-

quest arrives. To avoid the imposition of ex-

cessive waiting time when specific retrievals

are at the farthest end of the aisle, a maximum

waiting time limitation is employed.

In this study, the second alternative with varying

maximum waiting time limits is examined as an alterna-
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tive retrieval policy for throughput improvement in

warehouse layouts. Results are compared with the FCFS

retrieval policy for system performance evaluation.

In the prior research, it is generally assumed

that the aisle I/O point was located at the lower

left-corner of the storage rack. This means that for

every crane cycle, points of origination and termina-

tion are bounded at the same location (Figure 2.3).

With a dual-command crane traveling cycle (with inter-

leaving allowed), the expected cycling time is the time

the system requires for completion of one storage and

one retrieval assignment. That is, assuming load and

unload times to be negligible, the expected cycle

travel time is the sum of travel time from the I/O

point to the storage location, plus the travel time to

retrieval point and the return time to the I/O point.

These are common features of existing AS/R system lay-

outs and are used as the basis for performance compari-

son of alternative layouts in this study.

To test the performance improvement of the AS/R

system, the assumption of one I/O point for each aisle

is relaxed. Rather, two I/O points for each aisle are

considered, located at the left- and right-corners of

the storage rack, and each I/O point is able to handle

the transaction functions for incoming and outgoing

pallets. In this configuration storage pallets and

retrieval requests are initiated at either of the two
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I/O points and in the dual-command crane cycle, the

point of origination or termination can be either the

same I/O point or the opposite I/O point (Figure 2.4).

As previously noted in this section, a conveyor pro-

vides the link between the I/O points and the retrieval

source or storage destination.

AS/R system experience has indicated that it gen-

erally has more than one storage source and retrieval

destination available. In this situation, either of

the two I/O points can be assigned to handle incoming

storage pallets and retrieval requests which have an

identical source and destination, while the other I/O

point can be assigned to handle the remainder of the

requests. Furthermore, at the time the crane initiates

a dual-command travel cycle, it will have a broader

selection of closest-open-locations for storage and a

broader selection of the nearest-neighbor retrievals.

Consequently, dual-command travel time may be reduced.

An AS/R system with two I/O points in each aisle will

be adopted as the alternative layout for this study and

its performance will be compared with a layout with

only one I/O point in each aisle.
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Study Factors and Performance Measures

The number of factors which may be analyzed and

compared in the study of AS/R systems are considerable.

These include the dimensions of storage racks, crane

speed, pallet assignment, maximum queue size, storage

location assignment and retrieval/storage sequencing.

The general assumptions necessary to reduce the magni-

tude of the problem and allow focus on the more impor-

tant study factors are presented in the next chapter.

The factors chosen for this study include: (1) sched-

uling rules, (2) the number of docks (I/O points), and

(3) the relationship between storage source and re-

trieval destination.

The first factor, retrieval scheduling rules, in-

volves examination of the effect of dual-command cycles

on crane aisle travel time. Four different scheduling

rules have been designed: (1) first-come-first serve,

(2) nearest-neighbor without any maximum waiting time

limit, (3) nearest-neighbor with a 30 minute maximum

waiting time limit, and (4) nearest-neighbor with a 60

minute maximum waiting time limit. The expected de-

crease in dual-command travel time is due to the effect

of optimum retrievals sequencing. The first scheduling

rule was designed to create a baseline for the study.

The second rule was directed at determining the maximum
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possible throughput improvement; however, use of the

nearest-neighbor rule may incur excessive waiting

times. The third and fourth rules are directed at min-

imizing maximum waiting time.

The second factor is the number of docks used in

the study. In previous AS/R systems that have been

studied, the dock is usually located at either the low-

er left or the lower right corner. This research also

examines the effect of a second dock. In a dual-

command system with one dock, if the retrieval location

is at the far end of the aisle, the crane visits that

point and then must travel the entire aisle length to

return to the dock. In a storage aisle with two docks,

the docks are located at each end of the aisle. Thus,

when retrieval is ordered by the dock which is located

at the same end as the retrieval location, the crane

has less distance to travel in order to return to its

original dock. Thus, travel time is reduced and it is

expected that inclusion of an additional dock will re-

sult in improved system throughput.

The third factor is the relationship between stor-

age resources and retrieval destinations in conjunction

with storage location assignment policy. Given that

the general storage location assignment policy is the

closest-open-location, in a two-dock layout the rela-

tionship between storage resources and retrieval desti-

nations will affect the definition of the closest-open-
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location. For a two-dock AS/R system with two dif-

ferent storage sources, A and B, and two different re-

trieval destinations, C and D, one dock can be assigned

to handle storage pallets from source A and retrieval

requests from destination C, while the other dock can

handle storage pallets from source B and retrieval re-

quests from destination D. Alternatively, the storage

pallets from sources A and B can be retrieved by the

crane assigned to either destination C or D. The defi-

nition of the closest-open-location for these two cases

is different.

Objective

The primary objective of this study is to evaluate

the effect of adding a second dock to each storage

aisle on system throughput scheduling rules. The se-

condary performance measure used for this study is

waiting time. For storage pallets, waiting time is the

time interval between arrival of the storage pallet at

the storage queue and deposit of the pallet into the

storage location. For retrieval requests, waiting time

is the time interval between the arrival of the re-

trieval request at the queue and the retrieval of the

requested pallet and its arrival at the dock. It is

expected that the system throughput will be signifi-

cantly increased and the mean storage and retrieval

waiting time will be reduced with the adoption of a
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two-dock layout based upon the intelligent selection of

a retrieval scheduling rule, though the maximum waiting

time may be increased.
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III. ASSUMPTIONS AND GENERAL APPROACH

The following assumptions are made in order to

simplify the problem of assessing the effects of the

dock, scheduling rules, and storage assignment policies

on the AS/R system.

General Assumptions

AS/R System

The AS/R system considered in this study is a sin-

gle crane serving a single aisle with storage racks

placed on one side of the aisle. A conveyor provides

the link between the system and the source or destina-

tion of pallets. The I/O exchange between crane and

conveyor occurs at the dock (I/O point). The results

of this study can be generalized to a multi-aisle sys-

tem with identical assumptions for each aisle, that is,

an N-aisle system with one crane per aisle may be

viewed as an N-independent single-aisle systems.

Pallets

Each pallet contains only one part number or item

type and the size of all pallets are equal. This as-
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sumption removes pallet assignment as an independent

variable in the study.

Storage Rack and Locations

A storage rack of 5 rows and 20 columns (100 stor-

age locations) is located on one side of the aisle.

Given that all storage location are identical in size,

any pallet load may be stored in any storage location.

This assumption removes the corresponding sizes of pal-

let and storage locations as an independent variable in

the study.

Dock (I/O point)

The single dock layout where the exchange of pal-

lets between the crane and I/O conveyor occurs is lo-

cated at the left corner of the storage rack at an ele-

vation equal to the lowest row of the rack. In the

two-dock layout, dock 1 is located at the left corner

of the rack and dock 2 is located at the right corner

of the rack, and the elevations of these two docks are

equal to the lowest row of the rack.

Crane Capacity and Velocity

The maximum capacity of the crane is one pallet

and the crane is capable of simultaneous horizontal and

vertical movement. In calculating the travel time,

constant velocities are used for horizontal and
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vertical travel, and acceleration is ignored. Given

that the dock(s) are located at the lowest left or

right corner of the rack at an elevation equal to that

of the lowest row, horizontal and vertical crane veloc-

ities are such that the time for the crane to move to

the farthest column equals the time for the crane to

move to the farthest row. In this study, the crane

horizontal velocity is 4 seconds/column and the crane

vertical velocity is 20 seconds/row. Thus, the hori-

zontal travel time required to go to the column farth-

est from the dock is

4 seconds/column x 20 columns - 80 seconds

and the vertical travel time required to go to the

highest row, when the dock is located at an elevation

equal to that of the lowest row, is

20 seconds/row x (5-1)rows = 80 seconds .

Since the time for the crane to move from the dock to

the most distant column is equal to the time required

to reach the most distant row, this assumption is re-

ferred to as the "square in time" storage rack design.

Basic Crane Operation

Crane operation is subject to a dual-command rule,

allowing the completion of both a storage request and a

retrieval request on a single cycle from the dock. The

crane operates in accordance with this rule as long as

both the storage and retrieval queues are non-empty.
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When one of the queues is empty, the crane will perform

requests from the other queue without interleaving.

For each single trip-cycle in a one-dock layout:

1) Store one pallet + retrieve one pallet (if both

of storage and retrieval queues are non-empty);

or

2) Store one pallet (if retrieval queue is empty);

or

3) Retrieve one pallet (if storage queue is

empty).

The rules for the two-dock layout are complex and

are briefly explained later in this chapter.

Dwell Point

When the crane is idle, its location is referred

to as the dwell point, a status which affects system

performance. In order to concentrate on factors chosen

for evaluation in this study, the effects of dwell

point variance are excluded from this study. The dwell

point policy adopted for this study is as follows:

1) In a one-dock layout, the dwell point is at the

dock; and

2) In a two-dock layout, the dwell point is at the

midpoint of the lowest row in the storage rack.
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Pick-Up and Deposit Time

The pick-up and deposit (P/D) time is generally

independent of the crane travel velocity and the shape

of the rack. Furthermore, given the crane load and un-

load characteristics, P/D time is usually determinis-

tic. Hence, it is a useful to include P/D time only

after average travel time is computed. Thus, the P/D

time may be ignored. The neglect of P/D time may seem

to be an overly simplistic approach. However, if the

time to pick or deposit a pallet is constant, then the

total P/D time is linear with respect to the number of

pallet storage and retrieval cycles, and the omission

of P/D time will not affect the relative performance of

scheduling policies, which are consequently overstated

due to the absence of this fixed-time.

Storage and Retrieval Assumptions

Job Definition

For storage and retrieval jobs, it is assumed that

each storage or retrieval job incorporates a single

pallet assignment. This assumption removes the dis-

patching problem related to crane capacity to be con-

sidered as an independent factor in this study.
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Storage Sources and Retrieval Destinations

There are two sources for storage pallets from two

different production departments, Si and S2, respec-

tively. Similarly, the two sources of retrieval re-

quests are two different production areas, R1 and R2,

respectively.

Arrival Rates and Oueue Size Limit

In order to examine maximum throughput for differ-

ent scheduling rules, it is necessary that all crane

trips be maintained in the dual-command cycle during

the simulation period. Thus, an exponential distribu-

tion with a mean time of 1 minute is designated as the

interarrival time of storage pallets from S1 or S2 and

retrieval requests from R1 or R2. However, in order to

examine the effect of empty queues on waiting time as

the crane travels between docks with a single command

or even an empty load, a greater interarrival time must

be designated. If the arrival rate is very high, the

system will be completely operating on the dual-command

cycle. By reducing the arrival rate, single- and dual-

command cycles will both be raised for the system, thus

providing a better basis for analyzing waiting time

statistics. For such situations, waiting time analysis

is based on an exponential distribution with a mean
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time of 4 minutes for the storage and retrieval inter-

arrival time. In addition, the maximum queue size for

storage or retrieval is restricted to 10 for both maxi-

mum throughput and waiting time analysis.

Storage Location Assignment and Pallet Retrieval

Selection

Each storage pallet will be stored into the

closest-open-location. Every time the crane initiates

a pallet storage cycle, a closest-open-location will be

defined for pallet deposit. For retrievals, the pallet

selected for a retrieval request is chosen randomly

from all pallets currently stored in the rack. There-

fore, each stored pallet in the rack has the same

turn-over frequency. Furthermore, when a storage pal-

let arrives at a storage queue, and all of the storage

locations have been occupied, the arriving pallet will

be rejected from the storage queue. Similarly, when a

retrieval request pallet arrives at a retrieval queue,

and all the storage locations are empty, that retrieval

request will be rejected.

Closest-Open-Location Selection

The closest-open-location is defined as an open

storage location from among all available open loca-

tions which has the smallest sum of storage travel time

from the dock to the open-location and expected
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retrieval travel time from that open-location to the

dock. For example, in a one-dock layout the dock is

located at the left corner of the storage rack. Also,

in the dual-command crane cycle the points of origin

and termination are the same. Hence, storage travel

time from the dock to a storage location and expected

retrieval travel time from that storage location to the

dock are equal. Therefore, in the one-dock layout the

closest-open-location is the open-location to which the

storage travel time from the dock is the least of all

open-locations.

However, in the two-dock layout, docks are located

at opposite corners of the rack and each dock is cap-

able of handling transaction functions for input and

output. In the dual-command cycle the points of origin

or termination can be either the same dock or the oppo-

site dock. Therefore, in the two-dock layout the stor-

age travel time from the dock to a storage location is

dependent on the dock from where the storage travel

originated and the expected retrieval travel time from

a storage location to the dock is dependent on the dock

at which the retrieval travel is to terminate. Thus,

when a storage pallet arrives at the dock in a two-dock

layout selection of the closest-open-location depends

on two factors:

1) The dock at which the storage pallet arrives,

and
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2) the dock from which the storage pallet will be

requested.

There are two sources of storage pallets (S1, S2)

and two retrieval destinations (R1, R2). The relation-

ships among these sources and destinations and the dock

assignments for arriving pallets and retrieval requests

in a two-dock layout are as follows:

1) Storage pallets from S1 and S2 are assigned to

dock 1 and dock 2, respectively;

2) Retrieval requests from R1 and R2 are assigned

to dock 1 and dock 2, respectively;

3) Storage pallets from Si and S2 may be retrieved

by either R1 or R2; or

4) Storage pallets from S1 will be retrieved by R1

and storage pallets from S2 will be retrieved

by R2.

Based on these assumptions, the closest-open-location

in a one-dock or two-dock layout may be organized in

the following three configurations:

Configuration 1: One-Dock, Layout I (Figure 3.1)

Since there is only one dock in this layout, stor-

age pallets from S1 or S2 and retrieval requests from

RI or R2 are assigned to the same dock.

Let,
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TS(i,j) = travel time from dock to storage location

at row i and column j (i = 1 to 5, j = 1

to 20); and

TR(i,j) = travel time from storage location (i,j) to

dock.

It follows, then, that for a storage pallet arriving at

the dock, the sum of storage traveling time to storage

location (i,j) and expected retrieval traveling time

from that location to the dock is

T(i,j) = TS(i,j) + TR(i,j) . (1)

Thus in Layout 1, when a storage pallet arrives at the

dock, the closest-open-location is a location which

minimizes T(i,j) in (1). For each storage location in

Layout 1 the values of T(i,j) are shown in Figure 3.2.

The lowest numbers have higher priority for closest-

open-location selection. An example for computing the

value of T(i,j) is as follows:

Let,

i = 3 (row 3),

j = 5 (column 5),

S(v) = vertical traveling speed

= 20 seconds/row,

S(h) = horizontal speed

= 5 seconds/column,

T(i) = time to reach row (i),

T(3) = 20 seconds '(3 -1)

= 40 seconds,
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T(j) = time to reach column (j),

T(s) = 4 seconds x 5

= 20 seconds,

TS(i,j) = time to reach row (i) and column (j) from

dock

= max. (T(i), T(j)),

TS(3,5) = max. (40 seconds, 20 seconds)

= 40 seconds,

TR(i,j) = time to reach the dock from row (i) and

column (j),

TR(i,j = TS(i,j), (one-dock layout)

TR(3,5) = TS(3,5)

= 40 seconds,

T(i,j) = TS(i,j) + TR(i,j),

T(3,5) = TS(3,5) + TR(3,5)

= 40 seconds + 40 seconds

= 40 seconds.

Configuration 2: Two-Docks, Layout 2

For the two-dock layout shown in Figure 3.3, let:

TS1(ij) = travel time from dock 1 to storage loca-

tion at row i and column j (i = 1 to 5, j

= 1 to 20);

TS2(ij) = travel time from dock 2 to storage loca-

tion at row i and column j;

TR1(ij) = travel time from storage location at row i

and column j to dock 1; and
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TR2(ij) travel time from storage location at (i,j)

to the dock.

It follows, then, that when a storage pallet arrives at

dock 1, the sum of storage travel time to location

(i,j) and expected retrieval travel time to either dock

1 or dock 2 is:

T1(ij) = TS1(ij) + TR1(i,j) x 0.5

+ TR2(i,j) x 0.5 . (2)

Thus in Layout 2, the closest-open-location from dock 1

is an open-location at (i,j) which minimizes T1(i,j) in

(2).

When a storage pallet arrives at dock 2, the sum

of storage travel time to location (i,j) and expected

retrieval travel time to the dock is:

T2(i,j) = TS2(i,j) + TRUi,j) x 0.5

+ TR2(i,j) x 0.5 . (3)

Thus, the closest-open-location from dock 2 is a

open-location at (i,j) which minimizes T2(i,j) in (3).

For each storage location in Layout 2, the sum of

storage time and expected retrieval travel time of each

dock is shown in Figure 3.4(a) and 3.4(b). An example

of a storage pallet at dock 2 with three open-locations

available is as follows:

1) The storage pallet arrives at dock 2.

2) The three open locations are (2,7), (4,5), and

(3,6), respectively.

Let,
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TS2(i,j) = travel time from dock 2 to open-location

(i,j) where TS2(2,7) = 56 seconds;

TS2(4,5) = 64 seconds; and TS2(3,6) = 60

seconds;

TR1(i,j) = retrieval travel time from location (i,j)

to dock 1 where TR1(2,7) = 28 seconds;

TR1(4,5) = 60 seconds; and TR1(3,6) = 40

seconds;

TR2(i,j) = retrieval travel time from location (i,j)

to dock 2 where TR2(2,7) = 56 seconds;

TR2(4,5) = 64 seconds; and TR2(3,6) = 60

seconds;

T2(i,j) = the sum of storage travel time from dock 2

to location (i,j) and expected retrieval

travel time from location (i,j) to the

dock (the dock will be either dock 1 or

dock 2);

T2(i,j) = TS2(i,j) + TR1(i,j) x 0.5 + TR2(i,j) x 0.5

where T2(2,7) = 98 seconds; T2(4,5) = 126

seconds; and T2(3,6) = 110 seconds.

The closest-open-location is an open-location which has

the minimum value of T2. In this example, the closest-

open-location is the open-location at (2,7).
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Configuration 3: Two-Docks, Layout 3

For the two-dock layout shown in Figure 3.5, let

TS1(i,j) = travel time from dock 1 to storage loca-

tion (i,j),

TS2(i,j) = travel time from dock 2 to storage loca-

tion (i,j),

TR1(i,j) = travel time from storage location (i,j) to

dock 1, and

TR2(i,j) = travel time from storage location (i,j) to

dock 2.

Therefore, for a storage pallet arriving at dock 1, the

sum of travel time to location (i,j) and expected re-

trieval travel time to dock 1 is:

T1(i,j) = TS1(i,j) + TR1(1,j) . (4)

Thus, the closest-open-location from dock 1 in Layout 3

is a open-location which minimizes T1(i,j) in (4).

Similarly, for a storage pallet arriving at dock 2, the

sum of travel time to location (i,j) and expected re-

trieval travel time to dock 2 is:

T2(i,j) = TS2(i,j) + TR2(i,j) . (5)

Therefore, the closest-open-location from dock 2 in

Layout 3 is a location which minimizes T2(i,j) in (5).

For each storage location in Layout 3, the sum of

storage travel time form dock 1 or dock 2 and the ex-

pected retrieval travel time to the dock are shown in
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Figures 3.6(a) and 3.6(b). The lowest numbers have the

highest priorities for closest-open-location selection.

Nearest-Neighbor and Scheduling Rules

Since the conveyor provides the link between the

source of storage and the dock, there is no capability

for changing the sequence of storage pallets arriving

on the conveyor. Therefore, the FCFS assumption is

reasonable for storage. However, retrieval requests

are simple messages which may be arranged in any conve-

nient sequence. For this study, the nearest-neighbor

rule is adopted as an alternative to the FCFS rule.

The definition of the nearest-neighbor is as follows.

When the crane initiates travel for a retrieval

cycle, a target retrieval location is selected from all

the retrieval request queues. The nearest-neighbor re-

trieval location is determined when the sum of the

travel time from the current crane location to the tar-

get location and from that location to the dock is the

smallest of all options available from the retrieval

queues.

Let:

R(d,k) = retrieval request from dock d, d = 1 or 2,

and k is the order of a retrieval request

at dock d, k = 1 to 10 (queue limit size);

TCR(d,k) = travel time from current crane location to

retrieval location, R(d,k);
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TDR(d,k) = travel time from retrieval location,

R(d,k), to dock d;

T(d,k) = sum of travel time for the crane to travel

from the current location to the retrieval

point k and return to dock d; and

Thus,

T(d,k) = TCR(d,k) + TDR(d,k) . (6)

Therefore, the nearest-neighbor is a retrieval request,

R(d,k), by which T(d,k) is minimized in (6).

Based on the nearest-neighbor and closest-open-

location definitions described above, four scheduling

rules were designed to be evaluated in this study.

These scheduling rules are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Scheduling Rules.

Rule Storage Policy Retrieval Policy

1 First-Come-First-Served
Closest-Open-Location

2 First-Come-First-Served
Closest-Open-Location

3 First-Come-First-Served
Closest-Open-Location

4 First-Come-First-Served
Closest-Open-Location

First-Come-First-Served

Nearest-Neighbor

Nearest-Neighbor, Max.
Wait Time = 30 Min.

Wait Time = 60 Min.

In order to assure that retrievals at the far end of

the rack are not excessively delayed, a maximum waiting

time limit has been adopted for rules 3 and 4.
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Pre-Load Storage Rack

Since the general storage rule for input pallets

is to store them in the closest-open-location, pre-

loaded pallets are assigned to the set of closest-

open-locations based on utilization levels and layouts.

Simulation Model

A simulation model, DOCK, was designed for the

analysis of AS/R system operations. DOCK is a discrete

model since time is the only independent system vari-

able, and all other variables are dependent and change

discretely at specified points in the simulation time.

The simulation program was written in PCmodel and can

be executed on standard IBM PC or compatible hardware.

Programming Language

The more commonly used languages for computer sim-

ulation studies are GASP, SLAM, and SIMAN. PCModel, a

graphic simulation system, was used for this study for

the following reasons:

1) A graphic simulation system allows for the vi-

sual analysis of arriving and retrieving pallet

flow;

2) The behavior of the system resulting from the

application of different scheduling rules and
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dock layouts can be "physically" obserVed dur-

ing simulation;

3) The pace of the simulation can be adjusted,

thus allowing the user to observe the system

operation in detail, particularly when the sys-

tem behavior is not consistent with previous

expectations;

4) Simulation can be paused at any time during ex-

ecution, and other system functions from the

menu screen may be utilized to examine system

status data or other system parameters; and

5) The results of the simulation will be more

readily apparent to the decision maker.

Program Structure

The simulation program, DOCK, consists of five

main components:

1) System configuration and initialization.

2) Generating arrays for storage location and re-

trieval request references (Routing 1).

3) Paths of storage and retrieval pallets (Rout-

ings 2, 3, 4, and 5).

4) Crane operations (Routing 6).

5) Links.

The conceptual organization of DOCK is shown in Figure

3.7. A detailed model description is given in Appendix
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SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
AND INITIALIZATION

ROUTING 1

GENERATION OF INPUT
DATA AND ARRAYS

ROUTING 2 ROUTING 3 ROUTING 4 ROUTING 5

STORAGE STORAGE RETRIEVAL RETRIEVAL LINKS
S1 S2 R1 R2

ROUTING 6

CRANE
OPERATION

OUTPUT FILE

Figure 3.7 Conceptual Organization of Program DOCK.
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Figure 3.8 shows the operational logic for the

crane movements. In the two-dock layout, the possible

origins and destination points for crane movement are:

(1) dwell point, (2) dockl, (3) dock2, and (4) any

storage location in the rack. These four points are

referred to as the decision making points since, with

the crane located at one of the four points, a decision

must be made to provide the next movement of the crane.

Each decision making point follows a unique decision

making procedure. These decision making procedures for

the two-dock layout are shown in Figures 3.9 through

3.12.
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Figure 3.8 Conceptual Organization of Crane Operation.
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Figure 3.9 Decision-Making with Crane at Dwell Point.
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Figure 3.10 Decision-Making with Crane at Dock 1.
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Figure 3.11 Decision-Making with Crane at Dock 2.
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IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Introduction

System throughput and job waiting time represent

system performance measures for each of the alternative

layouts and scheduling policies. A simulation-based

computer model was developed to evaluate these measures

for different layout strategies.

For throughput analysis, the simulation was initi-

ated with storage rack utilization preloaded at 50 per-

cent. This load was incremented by 5 percent for each

run until a load factor of 98 percent was reached.

Each of the simulated utilization levels were used for

all of the layout and scheduling rule combinations. An

initial simulated time of 10 hours was used to remove

any start-up bias, followed by an additional 40 hours

of simulated time for the determination of experimental

results.

For waiting time analysis, storage rack utiliza-

tion could not be fixed at a specific level over the

length of the simulation in situations where the crane

could not be placed in a 100 percent dual-command cycle

due to the absence of a queue caused by a lower arrival

rate. The target storage rack utilization level was
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preloaded at 75 percent as the initial condition. This

simulation was run for 100 hours to eliminate initial

bias followed by an additional 500 hours of simulation

runtime to determine the experimental results.

Throughput Analysis

The system throughput for each layout, simulated

under four different scheduling rules, is presented in

Figures 4.1 through 4.3. The plots indicate that the

throughput for each of the layouts decreased with in-

creased space utilization, and that the performance for

schedule 2 (nearest-neighbor) was superior to those for

the other schedules. These results revealed two impor-

tant findings:

1) For each layout, the expected crane traveling

time increased as space utilization increased,

independent of the scheduling rule. This oc-

curred because throughput is inversely related

to crane traveling time.

2) The throughput can be increased for any layout

by intelligent resequencing of retrieval re-

quests, such as application of the nearest-

neighbor rule.

Throughput comparison for each schedule across the

layouts, at 50, 75, and 98 percent utilizations, is

shown in Figure 4.4. The figure shows that the perfor-

mance differences between layouts 1 and 2 become
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smaller as space utilization is increased. However,

throughput performance for layout 3 was substantially

better than either of the other layouts for all the

schedules. With respect to layout characteristics, two

important points may be drawn from these results:

1) When space utilization is high, and the rela-

tionship between storage sources and retrieval

destinations is such that Si and S2 pallets may

be retrieved by either RI or R2, there is no

significant throughput difference between the

one-dock (layout 1) and two-dock (layout 2)

configurations under the same scheduling rule;

2) If S1 storage pallets are retrieved by R1 and

S2 storage pallets are retrieved by R2, then

the throughput for two-dock configuration

(layout 3) is significantly better than the

one-dock configuration (layout 1).

The effect of layout (factor A) and scheduling

rules (factor B) on the throughput were further ana-

lyzed using a two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA).

The throughput from simulation runs at a 75 percent

utilization rate with two different random number seeds

and the ANOVA results are presented in Appendix 2. The

ANOVA results indicate that the interaction of factors

A and B is significant (F-ratio of 39). This necessi-

tated additional analysis on the throughput.
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Two approaches to throughput comparison were

adopted. In the first approach, "comparison across

schedules," changes in system throughput were measured

as the scheduling policy was changed across identical

layout configurations. In the second approach, "com-

parison across layouts," the maximum throughputs for

various system layouts were compared under the best

scheduling policy for each of the respective layouts.

Schedule 1 (FCFS) was used as the base rule for the

"comparison across schedules" and layout 1 was selected

as the base layout for "comparison across layouts."

The throughput comparisons concentrate on 75 percent

space utilization. The effects on throughput at 50 and

98 percent space utilization are briefly discussed at

the end of this section.

Approach 1: Comparison Across Schedules

The throughput comparison across schedules for all

layouts is shown in Figure 4.5. For layout 1, schedule

2 (the nearest-neighbor rule) exceeded throughput for

schedule 1 (FCFS) by 27 percent. This is because the

sequence of retrieval requests in the nearest-neighbor

rule is intelligently resequenced to reduce the dual-

command crane cycle time. The throughput for schedule

3 (nearest-neighbor/30 minutes maximum wait time) was

approximately equal to the performance of schedule 1

(FCFS). When the arrival rate is set at high levels
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then under schedule rule 3 the maximum waiting time of

retrieval is over 30 minutes and the system responds in

an FCFS manner. Conversely, the application of sched-

ule 4 (nearest-neighbor/60 minutes maximum wait time)

resulted in throughput improvement of 11 percent. The

results for schedules 3 and 4 indicate that the use of

the nearest-neighbor rule with an inadequate maximum

waiting time caused the system to respond in an FCFS

manner.

The results obtained for Layout-2 were similar to

those for layout 1. The throughput with schedule 2

(nearest-neighbor) was higher than that from schedule 1

(FCFS) by 17 percent, and that of schedule 4 (nearest-

neighbor/60 minutes maximum wait time) exceeded the

output from schedule 1 by 7 percent.

The results for layout 3 were similar to those of

layouts 1 and 2; the performance of schedules 2 and 4

exceeded those of schedules 1 by 43 percent and 25 per-

cent, respectively. However, schedule 3 performance

was slightly better than that of schedule 1.

To summarize:

1) Throughput under schedule 2 (nearest-neighbor

rule) is higher than the throughput for all

other schedules, for all layouts. This is due

to the reduction of dual-command crane cycle

time by application of the nearest-neighbor

rule for retrievals. After the crane deposits
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a storage pallet, the retrieval pallet chosen

from among the retrieval queues is the one for

which the sum of travel time from the crane's

current location to the retrieved pallet and

back to the dock is the smallest. In compari-

son, in schedule 1 (FCFS) in the dual-command

cycle, the retrieval pallet is the first re-

trieval request encountered in the retrieval

queues, no matter how far this request is from

the crane's current location.

2) For layouts 1 and 2, the difference in perfor-

mance between schedules 1 and 3 are not statis-

tically significant. However, schedule 3 per-

formance in layout 3 is better than that for

schedule 1. For layouts 1 and 2, the restric-

tion of a 30-minute maximum waiting time with a

1 minute interarrival time for retrieval re-

quests exceeds the normal capabilities of the

system with respect to throughput. The maximum

wait time limit of 30 minutes is set too low in

relation to the service rate. Therefore, in

the dual-command cycle, when the crane com-

pletes a storage assignment, the wait time of

at least one request in the retrieval queues is

in excess of 30 minutes. The system thus re-

sponds as if the FCFS rule were in effect. In

the use of dual-command cycle for layout 3,
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when the crane completes a storage assignment

the wait times of all requests in the retrieval

queue are often less than 30 minutes. Thus,

the system can be operated under the nearest-

neighbor rule whenever the 30-minute wait time

limit is not exceeded by any request pallets in

the retrieval queue.

3) Schedule 4 (nearest-neighbor/60 minutes maximum

wait time) performance was superior to schedule

1 (FCFS) performance for all layouts, but the

rate of schedule 4 improvement was lower than

that for schedule 2 (nearest-neighbor rule).

For all of the layouts, the 60-minute maximum

wait time limit allows the system to operate

with a mixed scheduling policy, that is, a com-

bination of nearest-neighbor and FCFS. There-

fore, schedule 4 performance is superior to

that of schedule 1 (FCFS), but lower than that

for schedule 2 (nearest-neighbor).

Approach 2: Comparison Across Layouts

Based upon the throughput analysis above, schedule

2 offers the best performance results. The performance

of the layouts for schedule 2 is summarized in Figure

4.6. The figure indicates that:

1) The throughput for layout 3 (two-dock) was 35

percent and 45 percent higher than the through
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puts for layout 1 (one-dock) and layout 2 (two-

dock), respectively.

2) The throughput performance for layout 2 (two-

dock) was 7 percent less than that for layout 1

(one-dock).

In layouts 1 and 2, the storage pallets from S1

and S2 could be retrieved by either RI or R2. In lay-

out 3, the Si storage pallets were retrieved only by

R1, while S2 pallets were retrieved only by R2. Based

upon identical space utilization (75 percent) and the

closest-open-location storage rule, RI or R2 retrieval

requests in layouts 1 and 2 could be selected from any

pallet in the storage rack. However, in layout 3, the

R1 retrieval requests could be selected from only the

one-half of the pallets in the storage rack which were

located in the area closest to dock 1; the situation

for R2 paralleled that for Rl. Thus, the expected

crane cycling time in layout 3 must be lower than for

layouts 1 and 2. Consequently, the throughput for lay-

out 3 must be higher than for layouts 1 and 2.

The second conclusion points to the importance of

the effect of dock structure when the relationship be-

tween storage sources and retrieval destinations for

one-dock (layout 1) and two-dock (layout 2) layouts are

the same. When the space utilization for layouts 1 and

2 is equal (that is, 75 percent), pallets are located

in a single area close to the dock for layout 1. How-
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ever, for layout 2 the pallets are separated into two

groups in the storage rack due to the different loca-

tions of the two docks and application of the closest-

open-location storage policy: S1 pallets are grouped

in the area closest to dock 1 and S2 pallets from are

grouped in an area closest to dock 2. For layout 2, if

either S1 or S2 storage pallets could be retrieved by

either R1 or R2, the crane would occasionally travel

the entire length of the storage rack to retrieve a

pallet. However, for layout 1, the crane's trip is al-

ways restricted to and area within the 75 percent of

the storage rack closest to the dock. Therefore, the

expected dual-command crane travel time for layout 1 is

lower than for layout 2 and the throughput of layout 1

is higher than for layout 2.

Performance Under Different Utilization Levels

Figure 4.4 indicates a fairly consistent trend at

the three utilization levels (50, 75, and 90 percent)

used in the study: layout 3 with each schedule per-

forms better than the other layout-schedule combina-

tions; and there is very little difference between lay-

outs 1 and 2. However, the relative difference in

magnitude of throughput decreases as utilization in-

creases. The reason for this is that when space utili-

zation is increased, the differences in expected crane

travel time among layouts are decreased due to the
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assumption of random select for retrieval and closest-

open-location for storage.

Summary of Throughput Comparisons

1) The throughput improvement for each layout can

be obtained by the application of the nearest-

neighbor rule;

2) Layout 3 (two-dock) with schedule 2 (nearest-

neighbor rule) offers the best combination of

layout and scheduling policy for throughput im-

provement;

3) When space utilization is extremely high (such

as 98 percent), there is no significant differ-

ence in throughput for layout 1 (one-dock) and

layout 2 (two-docks) for any of the scheduling

rules used in this study; at lower space utili-

zations (50 or 75 percent), the throughput for

layout 1 exceeds that for layout 2.

Transition Analysis for System Throughput

As shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, layout 3 with

schedule 2 produces the highest throughput. Further

analysis of this combination was undertaken to examine

the effects of transitions between docks and through-

put.

Table 4.1 is the summary of results obtained from

the simulation model for layout 3, schedule 2, showing
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Table 4.1 Transition Analysis for Layout 3, Schedule 2.

Utili- Number of Dock 1 Dock 2 Mean
zation Trans. Cycle
(%) D-1 D-2 11 S1 12 S2 Time

25 275 274 6.97 3.87 6.50 4.26 0.0108

50 22 23 59.32 49.27 52.37 35.09 0.0163

75 152 152 5.45 6.19 6.26 7.03 0.0219

98 199 199 3.54 3.88 3.68 4.45 0.0279

R.I. = averge cycles per transition for Dock i.
Si = standard deviation for average cycles per transi

tion, Dock i.
D-1 = Dock 1.
D-2 = Dock 2.
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the number of transitions between docks and the average

number of cycles per transition. As space utilization

increases, the number of transitions increase; corres-

pondingly, the cycles per transition decrease. The

mean cycle time, which increases with space utiliza-

tion, indicating a decrease in throughput, is also

shown in Table 4.1.

Recall that in layout 3, R1 is associated only

with Si and R2 is associated only with S2. Thus, when

space utilization is around 50 percent, the utilized

areas for the two docks lie close to the docks, are

separated from one another, and the crane tends to fo-

cus upon only one area at a time. The crane moves to

the second area only when the queue for the first area

is exhausted, then works only in the second area for an

extended period of time. As space utilization in-

creases, these areas of utilization move closer to each

other and overlap at very high utilization. Under

these conditions transitions increase rapidly. The re-

sult is that the crane spends more time moving between

docks than in productive time, resulting in loss of

throughput efficiency. The decrease in throughput for

the 50 to 98 percent utilization range in Table 4.1 is

nonlinear with an increase in utilization level, being

more rapid between 50 and 75 percent than it is over 75

percent. This pattern is a function of the arrival

rate and queue size.
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For the 25 percent utilization level, the number

of transitions is very high, yet the mean cycle time is

low, resulting in high throughput. The arrival rate

used in the analysis (1 per minute) is low for the 25

percent level. The throughput is high because the ef-

fective areas for each dock are very small. However,

the retrieval queues become empty relatively fast due

to the low cycle time, resulting in a high transition

rate between docks.

For comparison, a similar analysis was conducted

for layout 2, schedule 2, as shown in Table 4.2. The

trend for transitions and cycles per transition in

Table 4.2 are reversed as compared to layout 3, sched-

ule 2. For the layout 2, schedule 2 combination, R1 is

associated with both S1 and S2; similarly, R2 is asso-

ciated with both S1 and S2. Thus, with lower space

utilization the utilization areas may be quite removed

from each other, but unlike layout 3, as jobs for each

dock are distributed between these two areas, the crane

continuously moves between the two docks. As utiliza-

tion increases, the areas tend to overlap, making it

easier for the crane to retrieve a job from the "oppo-

site" area which is row contiguous in nature. The net

effect is a decrease in the number of transitions and

an increase in the number of cycles per transition.

The results for the mean cycle time for layout 2,

schedule 2 in Table 4.2 are interesting. They indicate
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Table 4.2 Transition Analysis for Layout 2, Schedule 2.

Utili- Number of Dock 1 Dock 2 Mean
zation Trans. Cycle
(%) D-1 D-2 Y1 Si Y2 S2 Time

25 566 566 1.70 1.21 1.53 1.25 0.0219

50 387 387 1.87 1.67 2.11 1.92 0.0259

75 256 256 2.43 2.44 2.60 2.39 0.0310

98 165 165 3.16 2.20 3.61 3.12 0.0358

Xi = averge cycles per transition for Dock i.
Si = standard deviation for average cycles per transi

tion, Dock i.
D-1 = Dock 1.
D-2 = Dock 2.
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that despite a decrease in the number of transitions,

throughput decreases. The reason for this is that the

dual command crane distance traveled from any given

dock is high due to the distribution of jobs in both

areas. Thus, any potential savings resulting from cut-

ting down the number of transitions between docks is

offset by the increased distance the crane has to

travel in the dual command cycle.

Mean Waiting Time Analysis

Storage pallet waiting time is the time interval

between the arrival of a pallet at a storage queue and

the deposit of that pallet at a storage location; re-

trieval request waiting time is the time interval be-

tween the arrival of the request at a retrieval queue

and the retrieval of the requested pallet to the dock.

An objective of this study was to evaluate the effects

of combinations of layouts and scheduling policies on

mean storage waiting times and maximum waiting times.

The waiting times obtained from the simulation

analysis at 75 percent space utilization and the asso-

ciated ANOVA results are presented in Appendices 3, 4

and 5. A high degree of interaction between the two

factors A (layouts) and B (schedules) led to the wait-

ing time comparisons discussed in the following sec-

tions. The layouts and schedules combinations were

compared using the same approach as for throughput
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analysis: first, comparison across schedules, and sec-

ond, comparison across layouts under the best schedule

rule for each layout.

Approach 1: Comparison Across Schedules

The results for the mean storage waiting times and

mean retrieval waiting times are shown in Figures 4.7

and 4.8, respectively. For layout 1, the mean storage

waiting time performance of schedule 2 was superior to

that for schedules 1, 3, and 4. Schedule 2 offered re-

ductions in the mean storage waiting time of 79, 77,

and 16 percent, and reductions in mean retrieval wait-

ing time of 83, 82, and 18 percent, respectively, in

comparison to comparable measurements for schedules 1,

3, and 4.

For layout 2, the results shown in Figures 4.7 and

4.8 indicated that the mean waiting time performance of

schedule 2 was again superior to those of schedules 1,

3, and 4, resulting in reduction of mean storage wait-

ing time of 77, 28, and 2 percent and reductions of

mean retrieval waiting time of 86, 42, and 4 percent,

respectively, when compared to comparable measurements

for schedules 1, 3, and 4.

Based on the above comparisons, the nearest-

neighbor rule (schedule 2) provided the lowest mean

waiting time for layouts 1 and 2. Just as was the case
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for throughput analysis, schedule 2 is superior to the

other schedules with respect to mean waiting times

(that is, both storage and retrieval).

For layout 3, the performance of schedule 2 is

still better than schedules 1 and 3, but is slightly

lower than that of schedule 4. The performance differ-

ences between schedules 2 and 4 in layout 3 can be ex-

plained as follows. With the closest-open-location

storage policy, the S1 pallets are stored in the areas

closest to dock 1, while S2 pallets are stored in areas

closest to dock 2. In the dual-command crane cycle op-

erating under the nearest-neighbor rule (schedule 2),

if the crane travel for S1 is from dock 1, then follow-

ing the deposit of S1 at the location closest to dock 1

(closest-open-location storage policy) the nearest-

neighbor retrieval target for the crane will be chosen

from the S1 group for RI. Therefore, the crane re-

trieves an S1 pallet for R1, then returns to dock 1.

This behavior will be repeated until all the RI queue

has been retrieved, while all of the dock 2 storage

pallets and retrieval requests are waiting at the dock.

Only then can the crane move to dock 2 and repeat the

pattern already established for dock 1. Thus, for lay-

out 3, when a storage pallet or retrieval request ar-

rives at a dock, storage or retrieval from that dock is

delayed if the crane is currently occupied with orders

from the opposite dock. However, for schedule 4 with a
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60-minute maximum wait time, the maximum waiting time

acts as a limit on the time the crane spends at a dock,

resulting in a shorter waiting time at the "opposite"

dock.

Approach 2: Comparison Across Layouts

The comparison results obtained for Approach 1 in-

dicate that schedule 2 is the best policy for layouts 1

and 2 for minimizing mean waiting time, while schedule

4 is the best policy for minimizing waiting time for

layout 3. Comparisons across layouts for the mean

waiting times are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. Based

on the results shown in these figures, the performance

of layout 3 with schedule 4 is the best combination

with respect to mean waiting time. Since the through-

put for layout 3 was higher as compared to layouts 1

and 2, the reduced mean waiting time of Layout 3 as

compared to layouts 1 and 2 was to be expected.

Comparisons of layouts 1 and 2 for schedule 2

(nearest-neighbor), on which these layouts perform

best, indicates that the mean storage waiting time for

layout 2 was 9 percent higher than for layout 1, while

for mean retrieval waiting time, layout 2 was 16 per-

cent lower than layout 1. Given that the throughput

for layout 2 was lower than for layout 1, the higher

mean storage waiting time of layout 2 was again an ex-

pected result. For retrievals, the one-dock layout
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(layout 1) with schedule 2 (nearest-neighbor) could be

subjected to excessive delays. Given the closest-open-

location storage policy and nearest-neighbor storage

retrieval rule, if the requested pallet is located at

the far end of the storage rack it will wait in the

retrieval queue until all other requests have been sat-

isfied. In comparison, for the two-dock layout (layout

2), the crane travels between the two docks and RI or

R2 requests are made from either S1 or S2 sources;

thus, there is a good probability that a pallet at a

distant location will become the nearest-neighbor.

Thus, the maximum retrieval waiting time for the two-

dock layout is lower than for the one-dock layout, a

hypothesis which is further confirmed in comparing max-

imum waiting times (as discussed in the next section).

The lower maximum retrieval waiting for layout 2 causes

the mean retrieval waiting time for layout 2 to be low-

er than for layout 1.

Summary of Mean Waiting Time Comparisons

1) Mean waiting time improvement for layouts I and

2 can be obtained by the application of

nearest-neighbor rule;

2) Mean waiting time improvement for layout 3 can

be obtained by the application of the nearest-

neighbor rule with an adequate maximum waiting

time limit;
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3) Mean waiting time for layout 3 with schedule 4

(nearest-neighbor/60 minutes maximum wait time)

is lower than layouts 1 and 2 with schedule 2

(nearest-neighbor rule); and

4) When using the nearest-neighbor rule with lay-

outs 1 and 2, the storage and retrieval mean

waiting times are such that the mean storage

waiting time of layout 1 is lower than layout

2, while the mean retrieval waiting time of

layout 1 is higher than layout 2.

Maximum Waiting Time Analysis

Due to the nature of the nearest-neighbor rule,

retrieval requests could be excessively delayed if the

requested pallet is located at the far end of the stor-

age rack. The objective of maximum waiting time analy-

sis is to concentrate on retrievals in order to analyze

this problem.

Approach 1: Comparison Across Schedules

The maximum waiting time comparisons across sched-

ules for each layout are shown in Figure 4.11. Figure

4.11 shows that for all three layouts the worst results

are obtained for the nearest-neighbor scheduling rule

with no time limit (schedule 2). This is because the

requested pallet may be in a distant location in the

storage rack, and can only be retrieved if the
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retrieval queue(s) are empty. Under this schedule, the

maximum waiting time for layout 3 (dedicted storage-

retrieval combination) is the smallest as the storage

rack is split equally between the two docks and the

maximum distance a unit can be stored is considerably

less for the one-dock layout (layout 1) or the two-dock

layout (layout 2) with mixed arrangement.

The use of schedule 4 (nearest-neighbor/60-minute

maximum wait time limit) improved the performance con-

siderably for all three layouts. However, the best re-

sults are obtained with schedule 3, which is due to the

combination of the nearest-neighbor rule with a 30-

minute maximum wait.

The problem of determining the "best" combination

of layout and schedule is a multicriteria problem, with

conflicts between the multiple criteria. Thus, sched-

ule 2 results in maximum throughput for layouts, but at

the expense of maximum waiting time. On the other

hand, schedule 3 minimizes maximum waiting time, but

also results in substantial reductions in system

throughput.

Approach 2: Comparison Across Layouts

The results from Approach 1 indicate that schedule

3 (nearest-neighbor/30 minutes maximum wait time limit)

minimizes the maximum waiting time for each layout. A

comparison of the layouts under this scheduling policy
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is shown in Figure 4.12 The maximum waiting times for

layout 3 was 26 percent and 25 percent lower than those

for layouts 1 and layout 2, respectively. The waiting

time statistics for layouts 1 and 2 were approximately

equal. As shown in Figure 4.5, for schedule 3, the

throughput for layout 3 was higher than the throughput

for layouts 1 and 2, while the throughput for layout 1

was approximately equal to that of layout 2. These re-

sults are consistent with the reasoning outlined in the

previous section.

Summary of Maximum Waiting Time Comparisons

1) For each layout, the maximum waiting time is

minimized by the use of the nearest-neighbor

rule with a waiting time limit;

2) When such a policy is used, the maximum waiting

time for layout 3 is lower than for layouts 1

and 2, while there is no significant difference

between layouts 1 and 2; and

3) For each layout, the retrieval requests can be

excessively delayed when using nearest-neighbor

rule without a waiting time limit;

Summary of Results

The objective of this research was to analyze the

effect of different scheduling priorities on three lay-

outs. This chapter presented results for different
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layout-schedule combinations obtained from simulation

studies. The results were discussed on four perfor-

mance measures: throughput, mean storage waiting

times, mean retrieval waiting times, and maximum re-

trieval waiting times. These results are summarized in

Tables 4.3 through 4.6. The tables show the best

schedule for each layout under different performance

measures. Also shown is the relative performance of

each layout using layout 1 as the base layout.

A higher value of the relative performance is

preferable for throughput, whereas lower values for the

relative performance indicate better waiting times per-

formance. As can be seen from these tables, no one

combination results in a global optima; the optimum is

a function of the performance measure used.
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Table 4.3 Throughput Analysis (basis =
layout 1).

Layouts
Best

Schedule
Relative

Performance

Layout 1

Layout 2

Layout 3

Sch. 2

Sch. 2

Sch. 2

1.00

0.93

1.35

Table 4.4 Mean Storage Waiting Times (basis =
layout 1).

Layouts
Best

Schedule
Relative

Performance

Layout 1

Layout 2

Layout 3

Sch. 2

Sch. 2

Sch. 4

1.00

1.09

0.84

Table 4.5 Mean Retrieval Waiting Times (basis
= layout 1).

Layouts
Best

Schedule
Relative

Performance

Layout 1

Layout 2

Layout 3

Sch. 2

Sch. 2

Sch. 4

1.00

0.84

0.60

Table 4.6 Maximum Retrieval Waiting Times
(basis = layout 1).

Best Relative
Layouts Schedule Performance

Layout 1 Sch. 3 1.00
Layout 2 Sch. 3 0.99

Layout 3 Sch. 3 0.74
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V. CONCLUSIONS

General Conclusions

The primary objective of this research was to

evaluate the effect of multiple dock placement in an

AS/R system. The results obtained from this investiga-

tion show that the efficiency of the AS/R system can be

improved by the introduction of two docks in each aisle

when the input pallets are stored in the closest-open-

location, and the input/output pallets for the two

docks are independent of each other (that is, the out-

put pallets processed through each dock consist only of

the pallets which were input through that dock). A

comparison of this type of two-dock layout (layout 3)

with a one-dock (layout 1) showed that:

1) The two-dock layout with the nearest-neighbor

rule resulted in a 35% throughput improvement

over the one dock layout;

2) The two-dock layout with the nearest-neighbor

rule and a 60-minute maximum waiting time limit

resulted in 16% and 40% decreases in mean stor-

age waiting time and mean retrieval waiting

time over the one-dock layout; and
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3) The two-dock layout operated with the nearest-

neighbor rule and a 30-minute waiting time

limit resulted in a 26% retrieval waiting time

decrease over the one-dock layout.

Based on the results obtained from this investiga-

tion, each performance measure reflects an independent

optimum solution for each layout, or combination of

layout and scheduling policies. The use of one of

these independent solutions can serve to optimize se-

lected AS/R configurations with regard to the given

performance measures, but at the same time other per-

formance measures may be affected negatively. These

tradeoff effects are summarized in Tables 5.1 through

5.3, which are based on 75% space utilization of the

AS/R system. For example, Table 5.1 shows the perform-

ance measure tradeoffs for layout 1. Maximum through-

put is achieved using schedule 2; this also results in

optimizing the mean storage and the mean retrieval

waiting times, but the maximum retrieval time is in-

creased by almost 1,600 percent over the optimum that

is obtained with schedule 3. Similarly, the maximum

retrieval time is minimized with schedule 3, but

throughput is reduced by 21 percent from its optimum

value, and the mean storage and mean retrieval times

are increased by 349 and 456 percent over their optimum

values, respectively.
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Table 5.1 Tradeoffs Among Performance Measures,
Layout 1 (pallets from S1 /S2 retrieved by R1 /R2).

Objective

Effect Upon:

Best
Schedule Throughput

Mean
Storage

Wait Time

Mean
Retrieve
Wait Time

Maximum
Retrieve
Wait Time

Max
Thruput Sch. 2 optimum optimum optimum +1589%

Mean Storage
WT Sch. 2 optimum optimum optimum +1589%

Mean Retrieve
WT Sch. 2 optimum optimum optimum +1589%

Max Retrieve
W7 Sch. 3 -21% +349% +456% optimum

Table 5.2 Tradeoffs Among Performance Measures,
Layout 2 (pallets from S1 /S2 retrieved by R1 /R2).

Objective

Effect Upon:

Best
Schedule Throughput

Mean
Storage

Wait Time

Mean
Retrieve
Wait Time

Maximum
Retrieve
Wait Time

Max
Thruput Sch. 2 optimum optimum optimum +1209%

Mean Storage
WT Sch. 2 optimum optimum optimum +1209%

Mean Retrieve
WT Sch. 2 optimum optimum optimum +1200%

Max Retrieve
WT Sch. 3 -16% +38% +73% optimum
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Table 5.3 Tradeoffs Among Performance Measures,

Layout
from S2

3 (pallets from S1 retrieved by R1;

retrieved by R2).

pallets

Objective

Effect Upon:

Best
Schedule Throughput

Mean
Storage
Wait Time

Mean
Retrieve
Wait Time

Maximum
Retrieve
Wait Time

Max
Thruput Sch. 2 optimum +6% optimum +283%

Mean Storage
WT Sch. 4 -13% optimum optimum +62%

Mean Retrieve
WT Sch. 4 -13% optimum optimum +62%

Max Retrieve
WT Sch. 3 -26% +31% +19% optimum

Recommendations for Further Research

There are a number of directions in which this re-

search can be extended. Some of these are briefly out-

lined below.

1. Some of the assumptions used in this study can

be relaxed, and additional factors may be considered

for the two-dock layout. Examples of such factors in-

clude the crane capacity per trip, pallet turnover fre-

quency and pallet storage location policies. In addi-

tion, situations where one crane is shared by two or

multiple aisles may be of interest in certain environ-

ments.

2. The storage location assignment policies,

other than those analyzed in this research, may be con-
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sidered in the two-dock case. Graves and Hausman

(1977) have studied the following three rules for the

one-dock layout:

a) The random storage assignment rules, in which

all the open locations have an equal chance to

be selected as a storage location for pallets.

b) The class-based storage location assignment, in

which storage pallets and storage locations are

partitioned into a small numbers of classes

(for example, 2 or 3), pairing the highest

turnover class of pallets with the class of

rack locations closest to the I/O (dock) point.

c) The full turnover-based storage location as-

signment, in which the pallet with the highest

turnover frequency is assigned to the location

closest to I/O (dock) point.

The results from Graves and Hausman (1977) indicated

that rules (2) and (3) were capable of much higher

throughput rates than rule (1). Extension of these

rules to the AS/R system with dual-command crane travel

would be interesting.

3. Another interesting area suggested for further

study would be the effect of differentiated job assign-

ments for each of the docks. When each dock has an in-

dependent source for both storage pallets and retrieval

requests, given that a storage or retrieval queue is

empty at one of the docks, the crane will not operate
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on a 100% dual-command cycle or even transfer empty

loads between the docks. Conversely, if the storage

pallets and retrieval requests from all sources and

destinations are given equal access to each of the two

docks, the percentage of dual-command crane cycle oper-

ation can be substantially increased, resulting in the

improvement of throughput.

4. The possibility of selecting open locations

for input pallets and the nearest-neighbor in retrieval

queues by the use of artificial intelligence should be

considered. In ideal terms, this approach would in-

clude the means to predict future storage and retrieval

requirements. Furthermore, using a look-ahead storage

and retrieval policy in which a pallet in a storage

queue could be issued a retrieval request from a re-

trieval queue at the time it received its storage as-

signment would result in that pallet bypassing the dock

and directly accessding the destination.

5. Finally, some of the tools and techniques in

decision analysis can be utilized to develop tradeoff

functions for the conflicting set of objectives in the

decision environment. Development of such tools may

form the basis of decision support systems for selec-

tion and implementation of AS/R systems.
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APPENDIX A

PCMODEL FUNCTIONS

The important functions of PCModel which have been

included in DOCK include the following:

1) Overlay file. The primary purpose of an over-

lay is to visualize the model in order to exam-

ine activities as they are simulated. By con-

structing an overlay that is a reasonable ap-

proximation of the real system, the user will

acquire a sense of the simulation dynamics as

they relate to the real environment. The maxi-

mum overlay dimensions are 1,365 columns by 409

rows, with 4 background and 16 foreground col-

ors.

2) Username.MDL file. This file contains the ap-

plication routing definitions, the maximum

work-in-process (WIP) value, symbolic values,

job information, screen location definitions

for statistics collection, and a screen of ap-

plication descriptive text.

3) Routing. In DOCK, the path an object is to

follow is called a "Rout." A routing defines

routes for a group of objects following the
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same path. Therefore, routing consists of a

sequence of movement instructions used to de-

fine the various paths that objects of each job

are to follow. The program DOCK contains five

routings.

4) Link. "Link" is equivalent to subroutines in

other computer programing languages. In

PCMOdel, links are executed by several branch-

ing instructions and can be used for multiple

routings.

5) Object system parameters:

a. OBJOID is the object's ID character, which

must be in the range 1 to 225;

b. OBJOSN is the object's serial number, which

start at 1 and are incremented with each

new release into the model; and

c. OBJ%ST is set to the value of the system

clock upon entry of the object into the

model.

6) User Symbols. Users can use four types of sym-

bols to store values: (1) constant value, "#",

(2) 16-bit variable value, "0", (3) 32-bit

clock value, "%", and (4) screen location off-

sets value, "*". Examples of these four types

of values include:
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a. t/SEED1=(3578) has a constant value of 3578;

this value cannot be changed during the

simulation.

b. 0WIP.(10) is set to a default of 10, but

its value may be modified during simula-

tion.

c. %ARRIV=(00:15:30) is a clock variable, set

to 15 min/30 sec; it may be modified during

simulation.

d. DOCK1.(XY(35,45)) designates that the loca-

tion variable, *DOCK, refers to the screen

locations, X =35 and Y.45, during the simu-

lation.

7) Array. There are two types of two-dimensional

array variables: (1) A 16-bit clock value

starting with the set of character "00" and (2)

a 32-bit clock value starting with the set of

character " % % ". The largest index value or

product of both indices is 32,735 for GO arrays

and 16,367 for %% arrays.

8) Posting and Clearing a Location Offset. This

function may be used to post a screen location

which is occupied by an object or to clear a

screen location. It is useful for reserving a

path, tool, or process. The posted screen lo-

cation does not have to be in the path of
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travel. Therefore, these functions can also be

used as logic control flags. For example,

a. CRANE-(XY(85,35)) defines a flag location

for the crane;

b. JC(*CRANE,:DOCK1) signifies that if CRANE

is not posted, jump to the label :DOCK1;

and

c. POCRANE) signifies post the flag CRANE

when the crane is busy.

Program Structure

The simulation program, DOCK, consists of five

main components:

1) System configuration and initialization.

2) Generating arrays for storage location and

retrieval request references (Routing 1).

3) Path of storage and retrieval pallets (Routings

2, 3, 4, and 5).

4) Crane operations (Routing 6).

5) Links.

System Configuration and Initialization

The system configuration of the program includes

the following specifications:
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Overlay File Designation

The dimensions of the logical screen for DOCK are

SO columns by 22 rows. The logical screen overlay is

stored in an overlay file, DOCK.OLY, which is called

from the program file during the loading process. The

dimensions of the storage rack are 40 columns by 10

rows, in which the crane speeds are 2 seconds/column

and 10 seconds/row.

Job Descriptions

Job descriptions specify the manner in which

groups of objects following the same rout are to be re-

leased during the simulation. The job description con-

sists of seven parameter specifications with the fol-

lowing format:

J = (job,id,rout,cond,flag,priority,size)

Detailed definitions for each parameters can be found

in the PCModel User's Manual. In the program DOCK,

there are six job descriptions:

1) J=(1,%,1,0,0,0,1) for generation of storage lo-

cation reference and

storage rack;

initial condition of the

2) J=(2,C,1,0,0,1,1) for crane operation;

3) J=(3,S,1,0,0,1,x) for storage of S1 pallets;

4) J=(4,P,1,0,0,1,x) for storage of S2 pallets;
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5) J=(5,R,1,0,0,1,x) for retrieval requests RI;

and

6) J=(6,G,1,0,0,1,x) for retrieval requests R2.

Location Offsets and Logic Control Flags

Two different location offsets are used in the

program. The first is the location on the path of the

reference for object movements. The three most impor-

tant path location offsets are:

1) *DOCK1=(XY(19,17)) for dockl location;

2) *DOCK2=(XY(61,17)) for dock2 location; and

3) *DWELL=(XY(39,17)) for the crane dwell point in

the two-dock layout.

The second location offset is located outside the path

as a flag for logic control indicators, e.g.,

*CRANE=(XY(1,1)) designates the busy or idle condition

of the crane.

Definitions of Numeric Variables

The most important numeric variables include the

following:

Name Definition

0S1) WIP of storage Si,

0S2) WIP of storage S2,

OR1) WIP of retrieval R1,

@R2) WIP of retrieval R2,

OX) current crane location (X-axis),

GY) current crane location (Y-axis) ,
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ODX) destination of crane move (X axis), and

ODY) destination of crane move (Y-axis).

Random Number Seeds

Five random seeds are used in the program DOCK:

Seeds Purposes

#SEEDS1) interarrival time Si,

#SEEDS2) interarrival time S2,

#SEEDR1) interarrival time RI,

#SEEDR2) interarrival time R2,

#SEEDR) random select pallet for retrieval

RI and R2, and

#SEED) others.

Generating Arrays for Storage Location and Retrieval

Request References

For storage, it is necessary to create and store

the utilization priority for each storage location in

arrays. Based on the closest-open-location definitions

for the three layouts, there are five arrays, each of

which contain storage location utilization priorities

for each layout. These arrays include:

O @CELL1) for layout 1,

00CELL2) for layout 2, from dockl,

@ @CELL3) for layout 2, from dock2,

0OCELL4) for layout 3, from dockl, and

00CELL5) for layout 3, from dock2.
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Each array contains 100 cells (20 columns x 5 rows),

each of which represents a storage location in which

the column and row number correspond to the indices of

the cell. The value in each cell represents the uti-

lization priority for that storage location with the

lower value given the highest priority. Before the

crane initiates a storage trip, the proper array is

scanned to find the cell with the lowest value. The

indices of this cell are then used as the column and

row numbers of the closest-open-location in the storage

rack. Conversely, once a storage location has been oc-

cupied, a larger value (999) will be stored into the

corresponding indices of the cell. For the FCFS and

nearest-neighbor retrieval discipline, 10 arrays are

created and defined in this section of DOCK.

The following are the five arrays for the selec-

tion of retrieval pallets:

OORETRV1) for layout 1,

OORETRV2) for layout 2, from dockl,

O @RETRV3) for layout 2, from dock2,

OORETRV4) for layout 3, from dockl, and

OORETRV5) for layout 3, from dock2.

The information stored in these arrays is identical to

the information stored in array 0OCELL1-5. Once a re-

trieval request arrives, based on the layout in use, a

cell with the value 999 will be randomly selected from

OORETRV array. The value in the selected cell will be
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replaced by 91 or 92, depending on which dock of origin

of the retrieval request.

The following are five clock value arrays for ar-

rival time information for retrieval requests:

%%RETRV1) for layout 1,

%%RETRV2) for layout 2, from dockl,

%%RETRV3) for layout 2, from dock2,

%%RETRV4) for layout 3, from dockl, and

%%RETRV5) for layout 3, from dock2.

Once a pallet has been selected by a retrieval request,

the arrival time of that request will be stored in the

%%RETRy array cell. This information will be used to

schedule the crane operations for different retrieval

scheduling rules, e.g., FCFS or max. waiting time.

The relationships among arrays OOCELL, G @RETRV and

%%RETRIT are shown in Appendix 1.1

Path for Arrival and Retrieval Pallets

For the two sources of storage pallets, S1 and S2,

and the two retrieval pallet destinations, R1 and R2,

Routing 2 and 3 generate the interarrival time for

arriving pallets and provide the path for S1 and S2

from their sources to the dock, while Routing 4 and 5

generate the interarrival time for pallets to be re-

trieved and provide the path for R1 and R2 from the

dock to their destinations. In the one-dock layout,

the terminus' of the S1 and S2 paths are merged at the



JOB ARRIVAL

STORAGE
JOB

FIND OPEN
LOCATION

ARRAY @@CELL

STORE OPEN
LOCATION

ARRAY @@CELL
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RETRIEVAL
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ARRAY @@CELL

STORE TARGET
LOCATION

ARRAY @ @RTEV
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1
STORE ARRIV.

TIME.

ARRAY %%RETV

Figure A.1 Relationship Of Array 00CELL,
O@RETRV and %%RETRY.
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dock and the origins of the R1 and R2 paths are separ-

ated at the dock. In the two-dock layout, the terminus

of the Si path is dockl and the terminus of the S2 path

is dock2, while the origin of the R1 path is for dockl

and the origin of the R2 path is for dock2.

Crane Movement Control

Routing 6 provides the operational logic, concep-

tualized in Appendix 1.2, for the crane movements.

Crane movement is initiated from its current location,

the coordinates of which are stored in the variables OX

and @Y. The movement terminates at the destination,

with the destination coordinates stored in the vari-

ables 0DX, and ODY. Therefore, the movement distance

in the X-axis is OX-ODX, denoted by @MX, and in the

Y-axis is OY -ODY, denoted by OMY. Furthermore, move-

ment directions are controlled by the variables ODIC

and @DIR. An example of crane movement control is

shown in Fig A.2. The relationship among location

variables, distance variables, and direction variables

are as follows:

Movement Distance Control

Current Location - Destination = Distance, or

OX - 0DX = @MX

and

OY ODY = OMY.
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INPUT

[1:DOCX2

>

OUTPUT

CURRENT
LOCATION DESTINATION DISTANCE DIRECTION

@X = 4 @DX 8 @DX - @X x4 >0 --->@DIC=1 MOVE-RIGHT

@Y = 2 @DY x 4 @DX @Y 2 >0 --->@DIR=1 MOVE-UP

Figure A.2 Crane Movement Control.
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Movement Direction Control

Distance =-* Direction =4 Move Direction, or

0MX > 0 ODIC = 1 =* Move-up,

@MX < 0 =*. ODIC = 2 =*. Move-down,

@MX = 0 =* ODIC = 0 =4- No-move

and

@MY > 0 z ODIR = 1 = Move-left,

@MY < 0 ODIR = 2 =* Move-right,

OMY = 0 ODIR = 0 =*- No-move.

The values of these variables are calculated by LK!GOTO

(a sub-routine), then executed by Routing 6 for crane

movement control.

Links

Links are basically used to avoid the replication

of the same program logic within the program, a func-

tion equivalent to the use of subrouting in FORTRAN.

In PCModel, a link is defined by BL(!linkname), which

ends with the suffix EL (i.e., BL implies Begin Link

and EL implies End Link). Within routings, links are

called by LK(!linkname). In the program DOCK there are

seven defined links, which are described as follows:

1) LK(!FIND-S). This link provides the function

of closest-open-location selection. Before the

crane initiates a storage trip, LK(!FIND-S)

scans the array 00CELL to determine the
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closest-open-location for the storage pallet.

The indices of the closest-open-location are

then transferred into the variables ODX and ODY

as the destination coordinates for crane move-

ment.

2) LK(!FIND-R). When a retrieval request arrives

at the retrieval queue, a pallet is randomly

selected from the array OORETRV. The arrival

time of the retrieval request is then stored in

the array *OETRy.

3) LK(!SET -R). Prior to the initiation of a crane

retrieval trip, the nearest-neighbor or FCFS

retrieval request are selected from the arrays

OORETRV or %4RETRII, and the indices of the tar-

get pallet are transferred into destination

variables @DX and ODY.

4) LK(!GOTO). The distance and direction of the

crane movement are calculated by this link.

The calculated distance is then stored in the

variables OMX and 0MY and the calculated direc-

tion is stored in the variables ODIC and @DIR.

5) LK(!SIMU). Since the crane is capable of si-

multaneous horizontal and vertical movements,

this link calculates the traveling time of the

crane movement from the variables OX and OY to

the variables ODX and ODY. This link is also
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called by LK(!SET-R) for the calculation of the

nearest-neighbor.

6) LK(!MOVE). Following the direction variables

(ODIC, ODIR) and distance variables (OMX, @MY),

this link moves the crane from the current lo-

cation (OX, OY) to the destination location

(ODX, ODY). Following this movement, in order

to update the current crane location, the val-

ues of the current location variables (OX, OY)

are replaced by the values of the destination

variables (ODX, ODY).

7) LK(!MESAGE). For observation of program execu-

tion, messages must be displayed when a storage

location has been occupied or a pallet in the

rack has been posted for retrieval; this link

provides for these functions.
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APPENDIX B

ANOVA OF THROUGHPUT

Simulation results: Throughput
Arrival rate: 1 minutes

Throughput
Factor A (Layouts)

Layout-1 Layout-2 Layout-3

m
v
V
40
m
;
m
o
&
u
m
cm

Sch-1 54.71,54.15 55.11,53.76 65.30,65.08 58.02

Sch-2 69.16,68.64 64.42,64.84 93.55,92.16 75.46

Sch-3 54.40,51.85 54.29,55.48 69.18,65.20 58.90

Sch-4 60.82,61.24 58.80,59.36 81.85,81.01 67.19

A 59.75 58.26 76.67 64.89

Analysis of Variance for THRPUT

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS 2874.4953 S 574.69905 595.532 .0000
LAYOUT 1673.7329 2 836.86646 966.901 .8000
SCH 1200.7623 3 400.25412 414.619 .0000

2-FACTOR INTERACTIONS 226.46774 6 37.744624 39.099 .0000
LAYOUT SCH 226.46774 6 37.744624 39.099 .0000

RESIDUAL 11.584250 12 .9653542

TOTAL (CORR.) 3112.5473 23

0 missing values have been excluded.
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APPENDIX C

ANOVA OF MEAN WAITING TIME (STORAGE)

Simulation results: Mean waiting time (Storage)
Arrival rate: 4 imutes

Mean
Waiting
Time

Factor A (Layouts)

Layout-1 Layout-2 Layout-3 i

m
v
w
=
m
c72

w
0
&
4k
u

8ch-1 36.55,36.82 35.94,35.27 12.78,12.93 28.39

Sch-2 8.08, 7.46 8.64, 8.15 6.83, 6.97 7.82

Sch-3 34.87,34.45 11.78,11.42 8.58, 8.49 16.85

Sch-4 9.37, 9.09 8.80, 8.89 6.41, 6.55 7.16

i 22.19 16.12 6.86 15.06

Analysis of Variance for MSWT

Source of variation Sun of Squares d.f. Mean square F-ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS 2540.7028 5 508.14056 1000.000 .0000
LAYOUT 764.5945 2 382.29727 871.807 .0000
SCH 1776.1082 3 592.03608 1000.000 .0000

2-FACTOR INTERACTIONS 800.64957 6 133.44159 304.156 .0000
LAYOUT SCH 800.64957 6 133.44159 304.166 .0000

RESIDUAL 5.2645500 12 .4387125

TOTAL (CORR.) 3346.6169 23

0 missing values have been excluded.
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APPENDIX D

ANOVA OF MEAN WAITING TIME (RETRIEVAL)

Simulation results: Mean waiting time (Retrieval)
Arrival rate: 4 mimutes

Mean
Waiting
Time

Factor A (Layouts)

Layout-1 Layout-2 Layout-3 I-

m

u
m
;
w
o
&
u

&4

Sch-1 37.08,37.21 36.33,35.25 12.73,12.79 28.57

Sch-2 6.13, 6.26 5.22, 5.09 3.38, 3.71 4.97

Sch-3 34.62,34.36 8.99, 8.67 4.23, 4.54 15.90

5ch-4 7.63, 7.48 5.32,5.49 3.37, 3.95 5.54

i 21.35 13.80 6.09 13.75

Analysts of Variance for NW

Source of variation Sun of Squares d.f. Mean square F-retio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS 3143.5145 5 628.70289 1000.000 .0000
LAYOUT 931.3504 2 465.67518 1000.000 .0000
SCH 2212.1641 3 737.38804 1000.000 .0000

2-FACTOR INTERACTIONS 898.57267 6 149.76211 1909.000 .0000
LAYOUT SCH 898.57267 6 149.76211 1000.000 .0000

RESIDUAL ;3917500 12 .0826458

TOTAL (CORR.) 4043.0789 23

0 missing values have been excluded.
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APPENDIX E

ANOVA OF MAXIMUM WAITING TIME (RETRIEVAL)

Simulation results: Maximum waiting time (Retrieval)
Arrival rate: 4 minutes

Maximum
Waiting
Time

Factor A (Layouts)

Layout-1 Layout-2 Layout-3 il-

2
o
V
A
u
m
iii

w
o
4J
u

km

Sch-1 58.00,59.37 58.47,57.30 51.33,52.45 56.16

Sch-2 950.7,977.7 727.9,717.6 159.1,158.2 609.2

Sch-3 56.12,55.58 55.05,55.41 41.47,41.25 50.23

Sch-4 70.40,68.94 69.71,68.18 67.18,67.30 68.82

1. 282.6 225.8 79.8 196.1

Analysis of Variance for XRWT

Source of variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean square F -ratio Sig. level

MAIN EFFECTS 1576908.7 5 315381.73 1000.000 .0000LAYOUT 181775.2 2 90887.62 1000.000 .0000
SCH 1395133.4 3 485044.47 1000.000 .0000

2-FACTOR INTERACTIONS 502174.60 6 83695.766 1000.000 .0000
LAYOUT SCH 502174.60 5 83695.766 1000.000 .0000

RESIDUAL 424.12495 12 35.343746

TOTAL (CORP.) 2079507.4 23

0 missing values have been excluded.
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APPENDIX F

COMPUTER FLOWCHARTS



START ROUTE
S1 OR 52

JOB ARRIVAL
S1 OR S2

NO

STORAGE
QUEUE
S1 OR S2

STORE SPACE
AVAILIABLE?

YES

YES

CRANE BUSY?

NO

FIND CLOST.
OPEN LOCAT.

120

STORE INTO
CLOST LOCAT

END ROUTE
S1 OR S2

Figure F.1 Storage Route: Si, S2.

LINK
!FIND-S



START ROUTE
R1 OR R2

JOB ARRIVAL
R1 OR R2

NO STOCK
AVAILIABLE?

YES

FIND TARGET
STOCK

I

RETRIEVE
QUEUE

R1 OR R2
<

YES
CRANE BUSY?

NO

RETRIEVE
TARGET

END ROUT
R1 OR R2

121

>LIFIND-R

Figure F.2 Retrieval Route: R1, R2.



CONDITIONS Si S2 RI R2
1 0 0 0 0

2 1 0 0 0

3 0 1 0 0

4 0 0 1 0

5 0 0 0 1

START ROUTE
CRANE

CRANE AT
DWELL

CONDITION 1 DO NOT
MOVE

122

CONDITION
5

CONDITION
2

CONDITION
3

CONDITION
4

STORE STORE RETRIEVE RETR EVE
31 ST R1 R2

CRANE AT CRANE AT CRANE AT
IN-HOUSE DOCK 1 DOCK 2

Figure F.3 Crane Route.



CONDITIONS Si S2 RI R2 CONDITIONS 91 S2 R1 R2
1 0 0 0 0 9 1 0 0 1
2 1 0 0 0 *10 0 1 1 0
3 0 1 0 0 *11 0 0 1 1
4 0 0 1 0 12 1 1 1 0
5 0 0 0 1 13 1 1 0 1
6 I 1 0 0 14 1 0 1 I
7 1 0 1 0 *15 0 1 1 1
8 0 1 0 1 16 1 1 1 1

CRANE AT
DOCK 1 CONDITIONS

10,11,15

SCH.1
FCFS

FIND LOWEST
ARRIVAL TIME

%S2
%R1, %R2

STORE
92

___JL__
RETRIV RETRIV

RI R2

SCH 3,4
N.N.30,60

FIND HIGHEST
WAITING TIME

MITS2
%WTR1 %WTR2

SCH.3
(30 H)

WAITING
TIME
>30 M. NO

lYES

SCH 4
(60 M)

SCH.2
N N.

WAITING
TIME
>60 M. NO

1,1111

FIND SHORTEST
MOVE DISTANCE

%D92
%DR1, iDR2

RETRIV
R1

Figure F.4 Crane at Dock 1.

STORE
92

RETRIV
R2
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CONDITIONS 91 92 RI R2 CONDITIONS SI S2 RI R2
1 0 0 0 0 r 9 1 0 0 1
2 1 0 0 0 10 0 1 1 0
3 0 1 0 0 *11 0 0 1 1
4 0 0 1 0 12 1 1 1 0
5 0 0 0 1 13 1 1 0 1
6 1 1 0 0 *14 1 0 1 1
7 1 0 1 0 15 0 1 1 1
8 0 1 0 1 16 1 1 1 1

CRANE AT
DOCK 2 CONDITIONS

9,11,14

SCH.1
FCFS

I.

FIND LOWEST
ARRIVAL TIME
%SI,
%R1, %R2

STORE
SI

RETRIV RETRIV
R1 R2

SCH 3,4
N.N.30,60

FIND HIGHEST
WAITING TIME
%WTS1,
tWTR1, %WTR2

SCH.3
(30 MI

WAITING
TIME
>30 M.

IYES

NO

SCH 4
(60 M)

SCH.2
N.N.

WAITING
TIME
>60 M. NO

IYES

FIND SHORTEST
HOVE DISTANCE
%OBI,
%DR1, ItDR2

STORE
91

RETRIV
RI

Figure F.5 Crane at Dock 2.

RETRIV
R2
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CONDITIONS SI S2 RI R2 CONDITIONS Si 82 R1 R2
1 0 0 0 0 * 9 1 0 0 1
2 1 0 0 0 *10 0 1 1 0
3 0 I 0 0 *11 0 0 1 I
4 0 0 1 0 *12 1 1 I 0
5 0 0 0 I *13 1 I 0 I
6 1 1 0 0 *14 1 0 1 1
7 1 0 1 0 *15 0 1 I 1
S 0 1 0 1 *16 1 1 1 1

CRANE AT
IN-HOUSE CONDITIONS

9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16

SCH.1
PCPS

FIND LOWEST
ARRIVAL TIME
%S1, %S2
tR1, %R2

_____L__

STORE STORE
81 82

1

RETRIV RETRIV
RI R2

SCH 3,4
N.11.30,60

FIND HIGHEST
WAITING TIME
%WTSI,

%WTR2

SCH.3
(30 MI

WAITING
TIME
>30 M.

YES

SCH 4
(60 MI

SCH.2
N.N.

WAITING
TIME

NO >60 M. NO

IVES

FIND SHORTEST
MOVE DISTANCE
%D81, %DS2
%DR1, %DR2

STORE STORE
81 S2

I

RETRIV RETRIV
RI R2

Figure F.6 Crane at In-House.
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BL(IFIND-S)

SET VALUE
@INDC =O
@INDR=0

@DUMMY1=0

NO

4,

SET VALUE
@DUMMY1=@DUMMY2

@SC=@INDC
@SR=UNDR

@INDR >5

1YES

SET VALUE
@@CELL(@SC,@SR)

EQ. 99

SET VALUE
@DC=@SC
@DR=@SR

END LK(IFIND-S)

@INDR+1

SET VALUE
@INDC=0

@INDC=20 7
YES

NO

V

@INDC+1

SET VALUE
@DUMMY2,EQ,

@@CELL(UNDC,@INDR)

@DUMMY2 >@DUMMY1 7
YES

INO

Figure F.7 Find Closest Open Location for
Storage Pallets.
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BL()FIND-R)

RANDOM VALUE
@INDC (1,20)

RANDOM VALUE
@INDR (1,5)

SET VALUE
@DUMMY EQ.

e@CELL(C DC,@INDR)

@DUMMY EQ.99 ?
NO

IYES

SET VALUE
@DUMMY EQ.

O@DIST(@INDC,@INDR)

SET VALUE
@@CELL(@INDC,@INDR)

EQ. @DUMMY

SET VALUE
@DC EQ. @INDC
@DR EQ @INDR

END (IFIND-R)

Figure F.8 Find Retrieval Pallets for Retrieval.
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BL (1G0 -TO)

@DY <@Y @DY >EIY

v

MOVE ROW
@DY @Y

@DY=@Y-@DY

w

@DY=ElY @DY=@DY -5Y

I

SET VALUE SET VALUE SET VALUE
@MY=@DY @MY =O @MY=@DY
@DIR=2 @DIR =O @DIR=1

@DX <@X

1.

@DX=@X-@DX

SET VALUE
@MX=@DX
@DIC=4

NOVE COLOUMN
@DX,@X

@DX >@X

1

@DX=EIX

SET VALUE
@MX =O
@DIC=0

1
@DX=@DX -@X

SET VALUE
@MX=@DX
@DIC=3

MOVE

Figure F.9a Crane Movement.



MOVE

@DIR =2

MOVE DOWN
@MY, %HTIME

MOVE ROW
@DIR

@DIR =I

@DIR =0
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MOVE UP
@MYAMTIME

@DIC =4

MOVE LEFT
@MX, %MTIME

MOVE COLOUMN
@DIC

@DIC =3

@DIC =0

MOVE RIGHT
@MX, %MTIME

END LK(IGOTO)

1

Figure F.9b Crane Movement (continued).
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APPENDIX G

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTINGS



System Initialization

MODEL: DOCK

AUTOMATED STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

VARIABLES AND ARRAY
ARRIVAL RATE VARIABLE

%0ARRIVS1=(00:00.00) ;ARRIVAL TIME OF STORAGE Si
%0ARRIVS2=(00:00.00) ;ARRIVAL TIME OF STORAGE S2
%0ARRIVR1=(00:00.00) ;ARRIVAL TIME OF RETRIVAL R1
%0ARRIVR2=(00:00.00) ;ARRIVAL TIME OF RETRIVAL R2

WAITING TIME VARIABLE
%WTIME=(9099:00:00.00) ;MAXIMUM WAITING TIME
%STIME=(0000:00:00.00) ;SIMULATION TIME OF PREIOD

0PRE-UTI=(0) ; PRE -SET UTILIZATION %

STATISTICS COLLECTION VARIABLE
eTHROUGHPUTS1=(0)
OTHROUGHPUTS2=(0)
oTHROUGHPUTR1=(0)
OTHROUGHPUTR2=(0)

%AVG-S1=(0)
%MAXS1=(0)
%AVG-S2=(0)
%MAXS2=(0)
%AVG -111=(0)

%MAXR1=(0)
%AVG-R2=(0)
%MAXR2=(0)
eTTL1=(0)

oTTL2=(0)
OTTLHIT1=(0)
eTTLRIT2=(0)

0=(2DOCK)
L=(50)

#SEEDS1=(151)
#SEEDS2=(152)
#SEEDR1=(351)
#SEEDR2-(452)

#SEEDR=(3578)
#SEED=(2578)

;THROUHHPUT S1
;THROUHHPUT S2
;THROUHHPUT R1
;THROUHHPUT R2

;MEAN WAITING TIME S1

;MAXIMUM WAITING TIME S1
;MEAN WAITING TIME S2

;MAXIMUM WAITING TIME 52
;MEAN WAITING TIME R1
;MAXIMUM WAITING TIME R1
;MEAN WAITING TIME R2

;MAXIMUM WAITING TIME R2
;TTL TRANSITIONS OF DOCK 1
;TTL TRANSITIONS OF DOCK 2
;DUAL COMMAND CYCLE OF DOCK 1
;DUAL COMMAND CYCLE OF DOCK 2

SYSTEM VARIABLE

%ARRIVS1=(00:00.00)

;OVERLAY OF LAYOUT-3

;RANDOM NUMBER SEED 1
;RANDOM NUMBER SEED 2
;RANDOM NUMBER SEED 3
;RANDOM NUMBER SEED 4
;RANDOM NUMBER SEED 5
;RANDOM NUMBER SEED 6

;ARRIVAL TIME OF STORAGE S1
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%ARRIVS2=(00:00.00)
%ARRIVR1=(00:00.00)
%ARRIVR2=(00:00.00)
%MOVETH=(00:02.00)
56MOVETV=(00:10.00)

%MOVET=(00:10.00)

oHIT1=(0)
oHIT2=(0)
oCODE=(0)
%S1=(0)
%S2=(0)
%121=(0)

%R2=(0)
%ST=(0)

oUTI=(0)
oUTIS1=(0)
OUTIS2=(0)
oS1=(0)
oS2=(0)
111=(0)
0R2 =(0)

MESAGE-(0)
oDOCK=(0)

;ARRIVAL TIME OF STORAGE S2

;ARRIVAL TIME OF RETRIVAL R1
;ARRIVAL TIME OF RETRIVAL R2
;CRANE RORRIZONTAL SPEED
;CRANE VERTICAL SPEED
;CONVEYOR SPEED FOR R1, R2

SCHEDULE RULE VARIABLES
;VISITS TO DOCK1
;VISITS TO DOCK2

;VISIT TO DOCK1=1,VISIT TO DOCK2=2
;S1 STARTING TIME
;S2 STARTING TIME
;R1 STARTING TIME
;R2 STARTING TIME

JOB COUNTOR

;%UTILIZATION

;S1 WIP

;S2 WIP
;R1 WIP
;R2 WIP

;MESAGE CODE; =0 PM" ", =1 PM"S", =2 PM"R",=3 PM"G"

;0DOCK=1(DOCK1),=2(DOCK2),DOCK=3(IN-HOUSE),=0(DWELL)

94MTIME,=(0:00

VARIABLES FOR SIMU MOVE SPEED ADJUST
.00) ;ADJUSTED CRANE SPEED FOR SIMU. MOVE

oINDEXC=(0)
oINDEXR=(0)
oSS=(0)
oSC=(0)
OSR=(0)
oRC=(0)
oRR=(0)

oMOVE=(0)
oC=(0)
oR=(0)
oDC=(0)
oDR=(0)

GX=(0)
oY=(0)
oDX=(0)
oDY=(0)

oMX=(0)
OMY=(0)
oDIR=(0)
oDIC=(0)

FIND CELL FOR STORAGE SND RETRIEVAL

VARIABLE FOR CRANE MOVE CACULATION
;CRANE MOVEMENT INDICATOR
;CRANE CURRENT LOCATION
;CRANE CURRENT LOCATION
;CRANE DESTINATION LOCATION
;CRANE DESTINATION LOCATION
;CRANE CURRENT LOCATION
;CRANE CURRENT LOCATION
;CRANE DESTINATION LOCATION
;CRANE DESTINATION LOCATION
;MOVE DISTANCE

;MOVE DISTANCE

;MOVE DIRECTION oDIC=1(UP),=2(DOWN)
;MOVE DIRECTION oDIC=3(LEFT),=4(RIGHT)
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UTILIZATION (%) PRE-SET VARIABLE
oAC=(0)
BC=(0)
ODUMMYAC=(0)
oDUMMYR=(0)
%STD=(00:01.00)

%DUMMY=(0)
%D0MMY1=(0)
%DUMMY2=(0)
DUMMY=(0)
oDUMMY1=(0)
0DUMMY2=(0)
oDUMMY3=(0)
oDUMMY4=(0)
OFIND-R=(0)
%TIMER=(0)
%TIMER-R1=(0)
%TIMER-R2=(0)
0TIMER-1C=(0)
TIMER-1R=(0)
TIMER-2C=(0)
TIMER-2R=(0)
oDIST-1C=(0)
oDIST-1R=(0)
ODIST-2C=(0)
@DIST-214-(0)

%DIST-R1=(0)
%DIST-R2=(0)
oS1S2=(0)

oR1R2=(0)
SET1=(0)
OSET2-(0)
oSETR1C=(0)
oSETR1R=(0)
40SETR2C=(0)

oSETR2R=(0)
%TTL-S1=(0)
%TTL-S2=(0)
%TTL-R1=(0)
%TTL-R2=(0)

ARITHMETIC VARIABLE

LOCATION VARIABLES
CRANE-(XY(1.1)) ;INDICATOR OF CRANE
MOVE=(XY(1,2)) ;INDICATOR OF CRANE MOVE
S1=(XY(1,3)) ;INDICATOR OF STORAGE
S2=(XY(1,4)) ;INDICATOR OF STORAGE
R1=(XY(1,5)) ;INDICATOR OF R1
142=(XY(1,6)) ;INDICATOR OF R2
DWELL=(XY(39,17)) ;CRANE DWELL POSITION
DOCK1=(XY(10,17)) ;DOCK 1 LOCATION
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READY1=(1Y(18,17))
DOCK2=(XY(61,17))
READY2=(XY(62,17))
MESAGE=(XY(19.16))

;STAND-BY POSITION FOR CRANE
;DOCK 2 LOCATION
;STAND-BY POSITION FOR CRANE
;PRINT MASAGE

JOB DESCRIPTION
J=(1,&,1,0,0,0.1) ;INITIAL SYSTEM
J=(2,C,2,0,0,1,1) ;CRANE
J=(3,S,3,0,0,1,25000) ;STORAGE JOB SI
J=(4,S,4,0,0,1,25000) ;STORAGE JOB S2
J=(5,R,5,0,0,1,25000) ;RETRIEVAL JOB R1
J=(6,0,6,0,0,1,25000) ;RETRIEVAL JOB R2

ooCELL=(20,5)
OcELL-(20,5)
%%DISTA=(20,5)
%%DISTB=(20,5)
ooDA=(20,5)
OoDB=(20,5)
ooDAA=(20,5)
ooDBB=(20,5)

BR(1,XY(70,20)
GV(%OARRIVS1)
GV(MOARRIVR1)
GV(%OARRIVS2)
GV(96.0ARRIVR2)

GV(oPRE-UTI)
GV( %WTIME)

GV(%STIME)
SV(oTTLHIT1,0)
SV(PTTLEIT2,0)
SV(oTTLI,O)
SV(oTTL2,0)
SV(%TIMER,O)
SV(%DUMMY,O)
SV(%TIMER-R1,0
SV(%TIMER-R2,0
SV(oTIMER-10.0
SV(oTIMER-1R,0
SV(oTIMER-2C.0
SV(oTIMER-2R,0
SV(ODIST-1C.0)
SV(oDIST-1R,0)
SV(oDIST-2C,0)
SV(oDIST-2R,0)
SV(oSET1,0)
SV(oSET2,0)
SV(oSETR1C,0)
SV(oSETR1R,0)
SV(oSETR2C,0)

,0)

ARRAY

;OPEN LOCATION
;RETRIEVAL WAITING TIME
;DISTANCE FROM DOCK 1
;DISTANCE FROM DOCK 2
;DOCK 1 RETRIEVAL REFERENCE
;DOCK 2 RETRIEVAL REFERENCE
;DOCK 1 RETRIEVAL MAP
;DOCK 2 RETRIEVAL MAP

END OF VARIABLES AND ARRAY
ROUT #1 ( SYSTEM INITIALIZATION )
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SV(ISETR2R,0)
SV(OFIND -R,0)

SV(%DIST-R1,0)
SV(%DIST-R2,0)
SV(%STD,00:01.00)

INITIAL ARRARY
IA(OOCELL)
IA(%%CELL)
IA(%%DISTA)
IA(%%DISTB)
IA(OODA)

IA(OODB)
IA(ooDAA)
IA(OODBB)

INITIAL DATA FILE
OF(2DWT1S.RPT)
OF(2DWT2S.RPT)
OF(2DWT1R.RPT)

1 OF(2DWT2R.RPT)
OF(IDOCK.RPT)

OF(2D0CK.RPT)
CF(RPT)

INITIAL VARIABLES
SV(%ARRIVS1,%0ARRIVS1)
SV( %ARRIVS2,%0ARRIVS2)

sv(tARRIvra,%oARRINTRI)
SV(URRIVR2,560ARRIVE2)
sv(%sio)
sy(%82.0)
SV( %R1,0)

SV( %R2,0)

sv(%sT,o)
sv(oActo)
sv(oBcoo)
SV(ODUMMYAC,O)
SV(ODUMMYR,O)
SV(OUTI,O)
SV(oUTIS1.0)
SV(OUTIS2,0)
SV(OTHROUGHPUTS1,0)
SV(OTHROUGHPUTS2,0)
SV(OTHROUGHPUTR1,0)
SV(OTHROUGHPUTR2,0)
SV(OS1,0)
SV(OS2,0)
SV(OR1,0)
SV(OR2,0)
SV(OHIT1,0)
SV(0HIT2,0)
SV(OCODE,O)

SY(OINDEXR,O)
SV(OINDEXC,O)
SV(oSS,O)
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SV(oSC,O)
SV(oSR,O)

SV(oRC,O)
sV(oRR,O)
SV(oR,O)
sv(oC,O)
SV(oDIC,O)
SV(oDIR,O)
SV(ox,0)
SV(oY,O)
SV(oDX,O)
Sv(oDY,O)
SV(oMX,O)
sv(oMY,O)

SV(oDUMMY1,0)
SV(oDUMMY2,0)
SV(oDUMMY3,0)
SV(oDUMMY4,0)
SV(MOVE,O)
SV(oDOCK,O)
PO(S1)
PO(S2)
PO(R1)
PO(R2)
sv(%mTimE,o)

sy(%Dummy1,0)
sv(%Dummy2,0)
SV(%TTL-51,0)
SV(%TTL-S2,0)
SV(%TTL-R1,0)
SV(96TTL -R2,0)

SV(%AVG-51,0)
SV(%AVG-52,0)
SV(UVO-R1,0)
SV( LAVG-R2,0)

sv(%mAxsiwo)
sv(MAxs20)
sv(%mAxpti,o)

sv(ltmAxR2,0)

END OF SYSTEM INITIALIZATION
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Layout 1

MODEL: AUTOMATED STOTAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
FILE NAME: LAYOUT1.MDL
THIS PROGRAM IS FOR LAYOUT-1 (ONE DOCK)
STORAGE: FCFS, CLOSEST OPEN LOCATION

RETRIEVE: FCFS

NEAREST-NEIGHBOR

PRE-SET ooDIST FOR CLOSEST LOCATION REFERENCE ----
:SETDIST

sv(MTD,00:04.00)
SV(oDUMMY2,oINDEXR)
IV(oINDEXC)

SV(oDUMMY1,oINDEXC)
AO(oDUMMY1,,1)
AO(oDUMMY2,,5)
IF(ODUMMY1,LE,oDUMMY2,:SETDUMMY2)

:SETDUMMY1

IV(oINDEXR)

SV(ooDIST(oINDEXC,oINDEXR),oDUMMY1)
A0(%STD,,oDUMMY1)
SV(94DIST(oINDEXC,oINDEXR),%STD)
DV(oINDEXR)
JP(:CHECK1)

:SETDUMMY2

IV(oINDEXR)

SV(ooDIST(oINDEXC,oINDEXR).ODUMMY2)
A0(56STD,o,ODUMMY2)

sv(%%DisT(,INDExcovINDExR),%sTD)
DV(CINDEXR)

:CHECK1

IF(OINDEXC,E0,20,:CHECK2)
JP(:SETDIST)

:CHECK2

IF(oINDEXR,E0,4,:ENDDIST)
SV(oINDEXC,O)
IV(oINDEXR)
JP(:SETDIST)

:ENDDIST

SV(oINDEXC,O)
SV(OINDEXR,O)

:--- SET WELL ARRAY FOR UTILIZATION PRE-SET

:SETCELL

SV(oDUMMY2,0INDEXR)
IV(eINDEXC)

SV(oDUMMY1,40INDEXC)
AO(oDUMMY1,,1)
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AO(oDUMMY2,0,5)
IF(ODUMMY1,LE,oDUMMY2,:SETCELL2)

:SETCELL1
IV(oINDEXR)
SV(ooCELL(oINDEXC,60INDEXR),(0DUMMY1)

DV(oINDEXR)
JP(:CHECKI1)

:SETCELL2
IV(oINDEXR)
SV(ooCELL(oINDEXCooINDEXR),oDUMMY2)
DV(OINDEXR)

:CIEECK11

IF(oINDEXC,EQ,20,:CHECK22)
JP(:SETCELL)

:CHECK22

IF(oINDEXR,E0,4,:ENDCELL)
SV(oINDEXC,O)
IV(oINDEXR)
JP(:SETCELL)

:ENDCELL
SV(oINDEXC,0)
SV(oINDEXR,O)
SV(oDUMMY1,0)
SV(oDUMMY2,0)

PRE-SET UTILIGATION (%)
:PRESET
LK(!FIND-S)

SV(0MESAGE,1)
LK(!MESAGE)

IV(oUTI)
IV(oLKHUTI)
IF(oUTI,LT,oPREUTI,:PRESET)

RS(1,#SEEDS1)
RS(2,#SEEDS2)
RS(3,#SEEDR1)
RS(4,#SEEDR2)
RS(5,#SEEDR)
RS(9,#SEED)
WK(I)

ER

ROUT #3 (STORAGE S1)
BR(3,XY(6,6),%ARRIVS1)

RV(1,E,%ARRIVSIAOARRIVS1)
IF(oLKHUTI,GE,100,:END-SI)
IF(oSI,GE,10,:END-S1)
SV(OBJ%ST,CLOCK)

IV(oS1)

MR(10,0)
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MD(10,0)
SV(1.21,OBJ%ST)

TP(S1)
WE
PO(S1)
MA(READY1,0)
DV(oS1)
IV(oUTI)

IF(OMOVE,NE,999,WAIT)
SV(oMOVE.0)
SV(OBj%2,CLOCK)
AO(OBJ%2.-,OBJ%ST)
OF(1DWT1S.RPT[.A])
PV(F,OBJ%2)
CF(RPT)
IV(oTHROUGEPUTS1)
A0(%TTL-S,+,OBJ%2)
IF(OBJ%2.1.T,%MAXS,:00 -S1)
sV(%MAxS,OBJ%2)

:00-S1

IV(oLKHUTI)
:END-S1

ER

ROUT #4 (STORAGE S2)
BR(4,XY(7,4),%ARRIVS2)

RV(2,E,%ARRIVS2,%0ARRIVS2)
IF(oLKHUTI,GE,100,:END-S2)
IF(OS2,GE,10,:END-S2)
SV(OBJ%sT,CLOCK)
IV(oS2)

MR(9,0)
MD(12,0)
SV(5681,0BAST)
TP(S1)
WE
PO(S1)
MA(READY1,0)
DV(oS2)
IV(oUTI)

IF(oMOVE,NE,999,WAIT)
SfloMOVE,O)

SV(OBJ%2.CLOCK)
AO(OBj%2.-.0Bj%sT)
OF(IDWT1S.RPT[.A])
PV(F,OBJ%2)
CF(RPT)

IV(oTHROUGHPUTS2)
A0(%TTL-S,+,OBJ%2)
IF(OBJ%2,LT,96MAXS,:00-S2)
SV( %MAXS,OBJ %2)

:GO-S2



IV(OLKHUTI)
:END-S2

ER

ROUT# 5 (RETRIEVE R1)
BR(5,XY(42,18),%ARRIVR1)

RV(3,E,%ARRIVR1,460ARRIVR1)
IF(oLICHUTI,LE,0,:END-R1)
IF(OR1,GE,10,:END-R1)
SV(OBJ%ST,CLOCK)

LK(!SET-R1)
DV(oLKHUTI)
IV(oRI)

ML(15,0)
SV( %R1,OBJ%ST)

TP(R1)
WE
PO(R1)
MA(READY1,0)
DV(o441)

DV(oUTI)
sv(oRA1,%sT)
IF(oR1,NE,0,:00-0N-R1)
SV(%R1,999:00:00.00)

:GO-ON-R1

IfloMOVE,NE,909,WAIT)
SV(oMOVE,O)

SV(OBJ%2,CLOCK)
A0(OBJ%2,-,OBJ%1)
OF(1DWTIR.RPTLAD
PV(F,OBJ%2)
CF(RPT)
IV(oTHROUGHPUTR1)
A0(%TTL-R1,+,OBJ%2)
IF(OBJ%2,LT,MAXR1,:00-R1)
sv(01Ami,ow%2)

:00-R1

7 MD(5, %MOVET)

ML(16,%MOVET)
:END-RI

ER

ROUT# 6 (RETRIEVE R2)
BR(6,XY(42,20),%ARRIVR2)

Rv(4,EAARRIvR2.%oARRIvR2)
IF(ILKHUTI,LE,0,:END-R2)
IF(oR2,GE,10,:END-R2)
SV(OBJ%ST,CLOCK)

LK(!SET-R2)

DV(oLKHUTI)
IV(oR2)
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ML(15,0)
SV(%R2,013J%ST)

TPR2)
WE
P0(112)
MA(READY1,0)
Dv(oR2)

Dv(oUTI)
sv(oBJ%IitsT)
IF(oR2,NE,0,:00-ON -R2)
SV(%R2,999:00:00.00)

:G0 -0N -R2

IF(oMOVE,NE,009,WAIT)
SV(oMOVE,O)
sv(osJ%2,CLocK)
AO(oR,342,-,OBJ%1)

oF(IDwT2R.RRT[,/])
PV(F,OBJ%2)
CF(RPT)
IV(oTHROUGHPUTR2)

A0(%TTL-R2,+,oB.A2)
IF(OBJ%2,LT,%MAXR2,:GO -R2)
SV(%MAXR2,OBJ%2)

:G0 -R2

MD(5,%MOVET)
MR(49,%MOVET)

:END-R2
ER

ROUT #2 (CRANE)
BR(2,DwELL,O)

:DOCK1

WT(00:00.01)

IF(CLOCK,GEASTIMER,:END-CRANE)
SV(oDOCK,1)
SV(oC,O)
SV(oR,O)

IF(OUTI,GE,100,:DOCK1-UTI1)
IF(oUTI,E0,0,:DOCKI-UTIO)
IF(oS1,NE,0,:DOCK1-S1)
IF(oS2,NE,0,:DOCK1-51)
IF(oR1,NE,0,:DOCK1-R)
IF(oR2,NE,0,:D0CK1-R)
WE

JP(:DOCK1)
:DOCK1-UTI1

IF(0R1,NE,0.:DOCK1-R)
IF(oR2,NE,0,:DOCK1-R)
WE

JP(:DOCK1-UTI1)
:DOCK1-UTIO

IF(oSI,NE,0,:DOCK1-S1)



IF(oS2,NE,0,:DOCK1-S1)
WE
JP(:DOCK1-UTIO)

:DOCK1-S1

CL(S1)
LK(!FIND-S)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(oMESAGE,1)
LK(!MESAGE)

SV(oMOVE,900)
JP(:IN-HOUSE)

:DOCK1-R
LK(!FIND-R)

IF(oCODE,E0,1,:DOCKI-R1)
IF(OCODE,E0,2,:DOCK1-R2)

:DOCK1-R1

CLR1)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(oMESAGE,4)
LK(!MESAGE)
LK(!BACK-DOCK)

SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK1)

:DOCK1-R2

CL(112)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(oMESAGE,4)
LK(!MESAGE)
LK(!BACK-DOCK)

SV(oMOVE,990)
JP( :DOCK1)

IN-HOUSE
:IN-HOUSE

IF(CLOCK,GE,%STIMER,:END-CRANE)
SV(oDOCK,3)
SV(oC,021G)

SV(oR,oDR)

IF(oUTI,GE,100,:DOCK3-UTI1)
IF(oUTI,EQ,0,:DOCK3-UTIO)

:CHECK-DOCK3

IF(oR1,NE,0,:DOCK3-R)
IF(0R2,NE,0,:DOCK3-R)
IF(oS1,NE,0,:DOCK3-DOCK1)
IF(oS2,NE,0,:DOCK3-DOCK1)
WE
JP(:CHECK-DOCK3)

:DOCKS -UTI1

IF(OR1,NE,0,:DOCK3-R)
IF(oR2,NE,0,:DOCK3-R)
WE
JP(:DOCK3-UTI1)
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:DOCKS -UTIO

IF(oS1,NE,0,:DOCK3-DOCK1)
IF(OS2,NE,O.:DOCK3-DOCK1)
WE
JP(:DOCK3-UTIO)

:DOCK3-R1R2

IF(%R1,LT,%R2,:DOCK3-R1)
IF(%R2,LT,96R10DOCK3-R2)

:DOCK3-R

LK(!FIND-R)
IF(000DE,E0,1,:DOCK3-R1)
IF(OCODE,E0,2,:DOCK3-R2)

:DOCK3-R1

CL(111)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(OMESAGE,4)
LK(!MESAGE)
LK(tBACK-DOCK)

SV(oMOVE,999)

JP(:DOCK1)
:DOCK3-R2

CL(R2)
LK(!GO-TO)
SV(oMESAGE,4)

LK(!MESAGE)
LK(!BACK-DOCK)

SV(OMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK1)

:DOCK3-DOCK1
SV(OC.ODC)
SV(oR,oDR)

LK(!BACK-DOCK)
JP(:DOCK1)

:END-CRANE

OPODWTIS.RPTLAD
PV(F,9999:00:00.00)

OF(1DWT1R.RPT[,A])
PV(F,9999:00:00.00)
OF(1DWT2R.RPT[,A])
PV(F,9999:00:00.00)
CF(RPT)
SV( %AVG -S, %TTL -S)

A0(%AVG-S,/,0THROUGHPUTS1)
SV(%AVG-R1,96TTL-R1)

AO(UVG-R1,1,0THROUGHPUTR1)
SV(%AVG-R2,%TTL-R2)
A0(%AVG-R2,/,OTHROUGHPUTR2)

ER

BL(!BACK-DOCK)

BL(!BACK-DOCK)
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:BACK-DOCK

SV(oDOCK,1)
SV(oC,oDC)
SV(0R,oDR)
SV(oDC,O)
SV(oDR,O)

LK(!GO-TO)
EL

BL(!FIND-S) FIND CLOSET CELL FOR STORAGE
BL(!FIND-S)

SV(oINDEXC,O)
SV(OINDEXR,O)
SV(oDUMMY1,99)

:FIND-S

IF(oINDEXR,EQ,5,:SETFIND-S)
IV(oINDEXR)

SV(0INDEXC,0)
:FIND-SS

IF(OINDEXC,EQ,20,:FIND-S)
IV(oINDEXC)

SV(ODUMMY2,00CELL(oINDEXC,oINDEXR))
IF(0DUMMY2,GE,oDUMMY1,:FIND-SS)

:FIND-SSS

SV(oDUMMY1,oDUMMY2)
SV(oSC,oINDEXC)
SV(oSR,OINDEXR)
JP(:FIND-SS)

:sETFIND-S

Sv(ooCELL(oSC,oSR),99)
AO(oSC,,2)
AO(oSR,,2)
SV(oDC,oSC)
SV(oDR,oSR)

EL

BL(ISET-R1)
BL(ISET-R1)

:SET-R1

RV(50oSETR1C,1,20)
RV(5,oSETR1R,1,5)

SV(0SETI,o0CELL(.SETR1C,oSETR1R))
IF(oSET1,NE,99,:SET-R1)

SV(ooCELL(0SETR1C,OSETR1R),91)
SV(%%CELL(oSETR1C,oSETR1R),OBJ%ST)
SV(oRC,oSETR1C)
SV(oRR,oSETR1R)

AO(oRC,a)
AO(oRR,,2)
SV(oMESAGE,2)
LK(!MESAGE)

EL



BL(!SET -R2)

BL(!SET-R2)
:SET-R2

RV(5,oSETR2C,1,20)
RV(5,oSETR2R,1,5)
SV(OSET2,00CELL(oSETR2C,oSETR2R))
IF(oSET2,NE,99,:SET-R2)
SV(ooCELL(oSETR2C,oSETR2R),92)
SV(%%CELL(oSETR2C0PSETR2R),OBJ%ST)
SV(oRC,oSETR2C)
SV(oRR,oSETR2R)
AO(oRC,,2)
AO(oRR,,2)
SV(oMESAGE,3)

LK(!MESAGE)
EL

BL(!FIND-R)
BL(!FIND-R)
SV(oFIND-R,1)
SV( CR-TIME,O)

SV( CR-DIST,999:00:00.00)
SV(oINDEXC,O)
SV(oINDEXR,1)

:FIND-R
SV(%TIME,CLOCK)
IV(oINDEXC)
IF(oINDEXC,GT,20,:CHECK-R)
SV(0DUMMY,00CELL(oINDEXC,oINDKXR))
IF(oDUMMY,E0,91,:R-TIME)
IF(oDUMMY,E0,92,:R-TIME)
JP(:FIND-R)

:CHECK -R

SV(oINDEXC,O)
IV(oINDEXR)

IF(OINDEXR,GT,5,:COMP)
JP(:FIND-R)

:R-TIME

SV(%DUMMY,%%CELL(oINDEXC,oINDExR))
A0(96TIME,-,%DUMMY)

IF( &TIME,LT,%R -TIME,:R -DIST)

IF( %TIME,GT, %R -TIME, :R -TIME1)

RV(9,oR1R2,1,2)
IF(oR1R2,E0.1,:R-TIMEI)
IF(oR1R2,E0,2,:R -DIST)

:R-TIME1

sv( CR-TIME,%TIME)

SV(oTIMEC,oINDEXC)
SV(oTIMER,oINDEXR)

:R-DIST

SV(oDC,oINDEXC)
SV(ODR,CINDEXR)
A0(oDC,,2)
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AO(oDR,o,2)
LK(!GO-TO)

sv(% nummyl,%%DisT(,INDExcopINDExR))

Ao(%Dummy,+.70ummyl)
IF(%DUMMY,GT,%R-DIST,:FIND-R)
IF( %WUMMY,LT,%R-DIST,:R-DIST1)
RV(9,oR1R2,1,2)
IF(oR1R2,E0,1,:FIND-R)

:R -DIST1

SV(%R-DisT,%Dummy)
SV(oDISTC,oINDEXC)
SV(oDISTRoINDEXR)
JP(:FIND-R)

:COMP

IF(%R-TIME,LT,%WTIME,:DIST-R)
SV(oDC,oTIMEC)
SV(oDR,oTIMER)
JP(:R1R2)

:DIST -R

SV(oDC,oDISTC)
SV(oDR,oDISTR)
JP(:R1R2)

:R1R2

SV(oDUMMY,00CELL(oDC,oDR))
IF(oDUMMY,E0,91,:FIND-R1)
IF(oDUMMY,E0,92,:FIND-R2)

:FIND-R1

SV(oCODE,1)
JP(:END-FIND-R)

:FIND-R2

SV(oCODE,2)
JP(:END-FIND-R)

:END-FIND-R
SV(oDUMMY,00DIST(oDC,oDR))
SV(ooCELL(oDC,c0DR),ODUMMY)

SV(%ST,%%CELL(oDC,oDR))
SV(%%CELL(oDC,oDR),0)

AO(oDC,,2)
AO(oDR,,,2)

SV(oFIND-R,0)
EL

BL(!GO-TO)
BL(!GO-TO)

:ROW

SV(oX,oC)
SV(oY,oR)
SV(oDX,oDC)
SV(oDY,oDR)

ROW
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IF(oDY,GT,oY,:110W-UP)

IF(ODY,EO,OY,:ROW-0)
IF(0DY,LT,GY,:ROW-DOWN)

:ROW-UP

AO(oDY. -.0Y)
SV(oMY,0DY)
SV(ODIR,I)
JP(:COLOUMN)

:ROW-0

SV(OMY,O)
SV(ODIR,O)
JP(:COLOUMN)

:ROW-DOWN
A0(41Y,-,ODY)

SV(oMY,eY)
SV(ODIR.2)
JP(:COLOUMN)
COLOUMN

:COLOUMN

IF(ODX,GT,OX,:COL -RIGHT)
IF(ODX,E00,X,:COL -0)

IF(G.DX,LT,OX,:COL -LEFT)
:COL-RIGHT

A0(40DX, -SPX)

SV(,MX,400K)

SV(oDIC,4)
JP(:END-ROWCOL)

:COL-0

SV(cMX,O)
SV(oDIC,O)
JP(:END-ROWCOL)

:COL-LEFT

AO(c0X,-,oDX)

SV(OMX,0X)
SV(oDIC,3)

JP(:END-ROWCOL)
:END-ROWCOL
LK(!SIMU)

IF(eFIND-R,E0,1,:ENDLKG0 -TO)
:MOVE-COL

IF(eDIC,E0.0.:MOVE-ROW)
IF(oDIC,E0,3,:MOVE-LEFT)
IF(ODIC,E0,4,:MOVE-RIGHT)

:MOVE-LEFT

ML(oMX,%MTIME)
JP(:MOVE-ROW)

:MOVE-RIGHT

MR(MX,%MTIME)
JP(:MOVE -ROW)

:MOVE-ROW

IF(ODIR,E0,0,:ENDLKOO -TO)

IF(oDIR,E0,1,:MOVE -UP)
IF(eDIR,E0,2.:MOVE -DOWN)



:MOVE-UP

MU(oMY, %MTIME)

JP(:ENDLKGO-TO)
:MOVE-DOWN

MD(0MY,54MTIME)

JP(:ENDLKGO-TO)
:ENDLICGO-TO

EL

BL(!SIMU)
BL(!SIMU)

SV(oDUMMY10,MX)
SV(oDUMMY2,01Y)
IF(oDOCK,EQ,3,:ID)
AO(oDUMMY2,-,2)
SV( %DUMMY1,MOVETH)
SV(%DUMMY2,010VETV)
AO( %DUMMY1,,oDUMMY1)
AO( %DUMMY2,oDUMMY2)
AO(oDUMMY1,+,oDUMMY2)
AO(ODUMMY1,+,2)

JP(:COMP-TIME)
:ID

SV(%DUMMY1AMOVETH)
SV(%DUMMYKAMOVETV)
AO( %DUMMY1,,oDUMMY1)
A0(%DUMMY2,,0DUMMY2)
AO(oDUMMY1,+,0DUMMY2)

:COMP-TIME

IF(oDUMMY1,EQ,0,:ENDLKSIMU)
IF(%DUMMY1,LT,%DUMMY2,:Y_TIME)
SV( %DUMMYADUMMY1)
AO( %DUMMY1,/,ODUMMY1)
SV( %MTIME, %DUMMY1)

JP(:ENDLKSIMU)
:Y_TIME

SV(%DUMMY,itDUMMY2)

A0(%DUMMY2,/,0DUMMY1)
SV(OITIME,91,DUMMY2)

:ENDLKSIMU
EL

BL(!MASAGE) PRINT MASAGE (S)
BL(!MESAGE)

IF(oMESAGE,EQ,2,:PMRG)

IF(PMESAGE,E0,3,:PMKG)
AO(oDC,,2)
A0(0DR,.160)
A0(MESAGE,+,0DC)
AO(MESAGE,-,00R)
IF(oMESAGE,EQ,1,:PMS)
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PM(MESAGE," ")
Jp(:RETURN1)

:PMS

PM(MESAGE,S)
JP(:RETURN1)

:RETURN1

AO(MESAGE,-.0DC)
A0(4EsA0E,+,CDR)
A0(.00,/,2)
AO(oD11,/,160)

JP(:ENDMESAGE)
:PMRG

AO(ORC,,2)
AO(oRR,.160)
AO(MESAGE,+,oRC)
AO(*MESAGE. -.ORR)

IF(PMESAGE,EQ,2.:PMR)
IF(0MESAGE,E0,3,:PMG)

:PMR

PM(MESAGE.R)
JP(:RETURN2)

:PMG

PM(MESAGE,G)
:RETURN2

AO(MESAGE,-,CRC)
AO(MESAGE,+,0RR)
AO(oRG,/,2)
AO(oRR,/,160)
JP(:ENDMESAGE)

:ENDMESAGE

SV(oMESAGE.5)
EL

END OF PROGRAM LAYOUT1.MDL
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Layout 2

MODEL: AUTOMATED STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
FILE NAME: LAYOUT2.MDL
THIS PROGRAM IS FOR LAYOUT-2 (TWO DOCKS)

STORAGE: FCFS, CLOSEST OPEN LOCATION
RETRIEVAL: FCFS

NEAREST-NEIGHBOR

PRE-SET ARRAY
SV(oAC,1)
SV(oBC,20)
SV(oR,O)

:SETARRAYAB
sv(%sTD,00:01.00)
SV(oDUMMYAC,oAC)
SV(oDUMMYR,oR)
AO(oDUMMYAC,,4)
AO(oDUMMYR,,20)
IV(oR)

IF(oDUMMYAC,LT,oDUMMYR,:SVDUMMYR)
IF(oDUMMYAC,GE,oDUMMYR,:SVDUMMYAC)

:SVDUMMYAC
Ao(%sTri,,opummyAc)
sv(%%DisTA(cmc,oa),MTD)
sv(%%DisTa(oacoa),MTD)
sy(ooDA(oAc.ca).0nummiac)
SV(ooDB(oBC,oR),oDUMMYAC)
JP(:CHECKC)

:SVDUMMYR
A0(%STD,,oDUMMYR)
SV(96%DISTA(oAC,OR),%STD)
SV(9696DISTB(oBC,oR),%STD)
SV(ooDA(oAC,oR),oDUMMYR)
SV(ooDB(oBC,oR),oDUMMYR)

:CHECKC

DV(oR)
IV(oAC)

DV(oBC)
IF(oAC,GT,20,:CHECKR)
JP(:SETARRAYAB)

:CHECKR

IF(oR,GE,4,:ENDARRAY)
IV(oR)

SV(oAC,1)
SV(oBC,20)
JP(:SETARRAYAB)

:ENDARRAY
SV(oAC,1)
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SV(oBC,1)
SV(oR,1)

;SETARRAYAABB

SV(ODUMMY1,0oDA(0AC.0R))
SV(oDUMMY2,0DUMMY1)
SV(0DUMMY3p00DB(oAC,c0R))
AO(oDUMMY2,+,oDUMMY3)
AO(oDUMMY2./,2)
AO(oDUMMY1,+,oDUMMY2)
SV(ooDAA(oAC,oR),oDUMMY1)
SV(ooDA(oAC,oR),oDUMMY1)
SV(oDUMMY1,00DB(oBC,oR))
AO(oDUMMY1,+,oDUMMY2)
SV(ooDBB(oBC,OR),oDUMMY1)
SV(ooDB(oBC,oR),oDUMMY1)
IV(oAC)

IV(CEO)

IF(oAC,GT.20,:CHECEEE)
JP(:SETARRAYAABB)

:CHECKRR
IV(oR)

IF(oR,GT,5,:ENDARRAYAABB)
SV(oAC.1)
SV(oBC,1)
JP(:SETARRAYAABB)

:ENDARRAYAABB

PRE-SET UTILIGATION (%)
:PRESET

SV(oDOCK,1)
LK(!FIND-S)

SV(oMESAGE,1)
LK(!MESAGE)

IV(oUTI)

IV(oLKHUTI)
SV(oDOCK,2)

LK(!FIND-S)

SV(oMESAGE.1)
LK(!MESAGE)

IV(CUTI)
IV(oLKHUTI)

IF(oUTI,LT,oPRE-UTI,:PRESET)
RESET RANDOM SEEDS

RS(1,#SEEDS1)
RS(2,#SEEDS2)
RS(3,#SEEDR1)
RS(4,#SEEDR2)
RS(5,#SEEDR)
RS(9,#SEED)
WK
ER

ROUT #3 (STORAGE S1)

BR(3.XY(16,1),%ARRIVS1)
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RV(1.E.%ARRIVS1,%0ARRIVS1)
IF(oLKHUTI,GE,100,:END-S1)
IF(oS1,02,10,:END-S1)
SV(OBJ%ST, CLOCK)
IV(oS1)

MD(15,0)
SV(%81,OBJ%ST)
TP(S1)
WE
PO(S1)
MA(*READY1,0)
IV(oUTI)
DV(41021)

IF(CMOVE,NE,999,WAIT)
SV(oMOVE,O)
IV(oTHROUGHPUTS1)

SV(OBJ%2.CLOCK)
AO(OBJ%2,-,0BJ%sT)
OF(2DWTIS.RPTLAD
PV(F,OBJ%2)
CF(RPT)
A0(%TTL-S1,+,0Bj%2)

IF(OBJ%2,LT,%MAXS1,:00 -ON -S1)
SV(%MAXS1,OBJ%2)

:GO -ON -S1

IV(CLKHUTI)
:END -S1

ER

ROUT #4 (RETRIEVE S2)
BR(4,XY(64,1),%ARRIVS2)

RV(2,E,%ARRIVS2,%0ARRIVS2)
IF(oLKHUTI,GE,100,:END-S2)
IF(oS2,GE,10,:END-S2)
SV(OBAST,CLOCK)
IV(oS2)
MD(15,0)
SV(%82,0BAST)
TP(S2)
WE
P0(0S2)
MA(READY2,0)
IV(CUTI)
DV(oS2)
IF(40MOVE,NE,999,WAIT)

SV(oMOVE,O)
SV(OBJ%2,CLOCK)
Ao(oBJ962.-vosiOsT)

OF(2DWT2S.RPT[,A])
PV(F,OBJ %2)

CF(RPT)
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IV(oTHROUGHPUTS2)
A0(%TTL-S2,4-,OBJ%2)

IF(oBJ%2JA,MAxszt:00 -ON -82)
SV(%MAXS2,OBJ%2)

:00 -ON -S2

IV(CLKHUTI)
:END-S2

ER

ROUT# 5 (RETRIEVE R1)
BR(5,XY(38,20),%ARRIVR1)

RV(3.E.SCARRIVR1,%0ARRIVR1)

IF(OLKHUTI,LE,0,:END-R1)
IF(OR1,GE,10,:END-R1)
SV(OBJ%ST,CLOCK)
DV(oLKHUTI)
IV(oR1)

LK(ISET -R1)

ML(15,0)
SV(%R1,OBJ%ST)
TP(R1)
WE
P0(1,11)

MA(READY1,0)
DV(oUTI)
DV(OR1)

SV(OBJ%1,%ST)
IF(0MOVE,NE,999,WAIT)
SV(0MOVE,0)
SV(0BJ%2,CLOCK)
AO(OBJ%2,-,OBJ%1)
OF(2DWTIR.RPT[,A])
PV(F,OBJ%2)
CF(RPT)
IV(oTHROUGHPUTR1)
A0(%TTL-R1,-F,OBJ%2)

IF(OBJ%2,LT,%MAXR1,:00 -ON -R1)
sv(%mAxm,os.A2)

:GO-ON-1U

MD(5,%MOVET)
ML(15,%MOVET)

:END-RI

ER

ROUT# 6 (RETRIEVE R2)
BR(6,XY(42,20),%ARRIVR2)

RV(4,E,%ARRIVR2,%0ARRIVR2)
IF(oLKHUTI,LE,0,:END-R2)
IF(oR2,0E,10,:END-R2)
SV(OBJ%ST,CLOCK)
DV(CLKHUTI)
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IV(oR2)

LK(!SET -R2)

MR(15,0)
SV(%R2,0BAST)
TP(1t2)

WE
po(R2)

MA(READY2,0)
DV(oUTI)
DV(oR2)

sv(oBJ%lotsT)
IF(oMOVE,NE,990,WAIT)
SV(oMOVE,O)
sv(oBJ11,2,cLocK)

AO(OBJ9t2,-,OBJ541)

OF(2DWT2R.RPT[,A])
PV(F,OBJ %2)

CF(RPT)
IV(oTHROUGHPUTR2)
mg%TTL-R2.4-,a0562)
IF(OBJ542,LT,MAKR2,:00 -ON -R2)
SV( %MAXR2,0BJ %2)

:GO -ON -R2

MD(5,%MOVET)
MR(15,%MOVET)

:END -R2

ER

ROUT #2 (CRANE)
BR(2,DWELL,0)

CRANE AT DWELL POINT
:DWELL

SV(OCODE,O)
IF(CLOCK,GE,%STIMER,:END-CRANE)

SV(oDOCK,O)
SV(oC,20)
SV(oR,O)
IF(oUTI,GE,100,:DW-UTI1)
IF(oUTI,E0.0,:DW-UTIO)
IF(oSI,NE,0,:DWELL-DOCK12)
IF(oS2,NE,0,:DWELL-DOCK2)
IF(oR1,NE,0,:DWELL-R)
IF(OR2,NE,0,:DWELL-R)
WE
SP(:DWELL)

:DW-UTI1

IF(oR1,NE,0,:DWELL-R)
IF(OR2,NE,0,:DWELL-R)
WE
SP(:DW-UTI1)

:DW-UTIO

IF(oS1,NE,0,:DWELL-DOCK12)
IF(oS2,NE,0,:DWELL-DOCK2)
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WE
JP(:DW-UTIO)

:DWELL-DOCK12
IF(4082,E0,0,:DWELL-DOCK1)
IF(%81,LT,4682,:DWELL-DOCK1)

IF( %S2,LT,%S1,:DWELL-DOCK2)
:DWELL-DOCK1

ML(20,%MOVETH)
JP(:DOCK1)

:DWELL-DOCK2
MR(22,010VETH)
JP(:DOCK2)

:DWELL-R

LK(!FIND-R)

IF(oDOCK,E0,1,:DW-R1)
IF(DOCK,EQ,2,:DW-R2)

:DW-R1

CL(141)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(oMESAGE,4)
LK(!MESAGE)

SV(oC,oDC)
SV(OR,oDR)

LK(!GO-DOCK)
SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK1)

:DW-R2

CL(142)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(oMESAGE,4)
LK(!MESAGE)

SV(oC,ODC)
SV(OR,ODR)

LK(!GO-DOCK)
SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK2)

CRANE AT DOCK 1
:DOCK1

IF(CLOCK,GE,%STIMER,:END-CRANE)
IF(oCODE,E0,1,:00-0N-1)
AO(oTTLHIT2,+,0HIT2)
AO(OTTL2,+,1)
OF(2DOCK.RPTC,A))
PV(F,oHIT2)
SV(oHIT2,0)
CF(RPT)

:GO-ON-1

AO(oHIT1,+,1)
SV(oCODE,1)
SV(oDOCK,I)
SV(OC,O)
SV(OR,O)
IF(oUTI,GE,100,:DOCK1-UTI1)
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IF(oUTI,E0,0,:DOCK1-UTIO)
IF(OSI,NE,0,:DOCK1-S1)
IF(oRI,NE,0,:DOCK1-R)
IF(oR2,NE,0,:DOCK1-R)
IF(oS2,NE,0,:DOCK1-DOCK2)
JP(:DOCK1-DWELL)

:DOCK1-UTI1

IF(oR1,NE,0,:DOCK1-R)
IF(OR2,NE,0,:DOCK1-R)
WE
JP(:DOCKI -UTI1)

:DOCK1 -UTIO

IF(4051,NE,0,:DOCK1-S12)
IF(oS2,NE,0,:DOCK1-DOCK2)
WE
JP(:DOCK1-UTIO)

:DOCKI-S12

IF(oS2,E0,0,:DOCK1-S1)
IF(%s1,LT0622,:Docii1 -si)
IF(1682,LT,%S1,:DOCK1-DOCK2)

:DOCK1-S1

CL(S1)
LK(!FIND-S)

LK(!GO-TO)
SV(oMESAGE,1)

LK(!MESAGE)

SV(0MOVE,999)
JP(:IN-HOUSE)

:DOCK1 -R

LK(!FIND-R)
IF(oDOCK,E0,1,:DOCK1-R1)
IF(ODOCK,E0,2,:D00K1-R2)

:DOCKI-R1

CLR1)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(OMESAGE,4)
LK(!MESAGE)

SV(oC,oDC)
SV(oR,40DR)

LK(!GO-DOCK)
SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK1)

:DOCK1-R2

CL(R2)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(oMESAGE,4)
LK(!MESAGE)

SV(oC,CDC)
SV(oR,oDR)
SV(oDOCK,2)

LK(!GO-DOCK)

SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK2)
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:DOCK1-DOCK2
MR(42,010VETH)
JP(:DOCK2)

:DOCK1-DWELL
MR(20,%MOVETH)
JP(:DWELL)

CRANE AT DOCK 2
:DOCK2

IF(CLOCK,GE,%STIMER,:END-CRANE)
IF(OCODE,E0,2,:00-0N-2)
AO(oTTLHIT1,+,oHIT1)
AO(oTTL1,+,1)

OF(1DOCK.RPT[,A])
PV(F,oHIT1)
SV(OHIT1,0)
CF(RPT)

:00-0N-2

AO(OHIT2,+,1)
SV(oCODE,2)
SV(oDOCK,2)
SV(0C,42)
SV(oR,O)

IF(OUTI,GE,100,:DOCK2-UTI1)
IF(oUTI,E0,0,:DOCK2-UTIO)
IF(OS2,NE,0,:DOCK2-S2)
IF(.111,NE.0.:DOCK2-R)

IP(oR2,NE,0,:DOCK2-R)
IF(oS1,NE,0,:DOCK2-DOCK1)
JP(:DOCK2-DWELL)

:DOCK2-UTI1

IF(ORI,NE,0,:DOCKI-R)
IF(oR2,NE,0,:DOCK1-R)
WE
JP(:DOCK2-UTI1)

:D0CK2-UTIO

IF(OS2,NE,0,:D00K2-512)
IF(oS1,14E,0,:DOCK2-DOCK1)
WE
JP(:DOCK2-UTIO)

:DOCK2-S12

IF(oS1,E0,0,:DOCK2-52)
IF(9681,LT,%S2,:DOCK2-DOCK1)
IF(5682,LT,M1,:DOCK2-S2)

:DOCK2-S2
CL(S2)

LK(!FIND-S)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(OMESAGE,1)
LK(!MESAGE)

SV(MOVE.999)
JP(:IN-HOUSE)

:DOCK2-R

LK(!FIND-R)
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IF(oDOCK,E0,1,:DOCK2-R1)
IF(ODOCK,E0,2,:DOCK2-R2)

:DOCK2-R1
CLR1)

LK(!GO-TO)
SV(oMESAGE,4)

LK(!MESAGE)
SV(OC,oDC)
SV(oR,oDR)

SV(0DOCK,1)
LK(!GO-DOCK)

SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK1)

:DOCK2-R2

CL(R2)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(oMESAGE,4)
LK(tMESAGE)

SV(oC,oDC)
SV(oRooDR)

LK(!GO-DOCK)
SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK2)

:DOCK2-DOCK1

ML(42,96MOVETH)
JP(:DOCK1)

:DOCK2-DWELL
ML(22,%MOVETH)
JPDWELL)

CRANE AT IN HOUSE
:IN-HOUSE

IF(CLOCK,GE,%STIMER,:END-CRANE)
SV(0DOCK,3)
SV(oC,oDC)
SV(OR,oDR)
IF(oUTI,GE,100,:HOUSE-UTI1)
IF(oUTI,E0,0,:HOUSE-uTIO)
IF(OR1,NE,0,:HOUSE-R)
IF(oR2,NE,0,:HOUSE-R)
IF(oS1,NE,0,:HOUSE-S12)
IF(52,NE,0,:HOUSE-S2)
JP(:HOUSE-DW)

:HOUSE-S12

IF(OS2,E0,0,:HOUSE-S1)
IF(%s1,LT,%s2,:liousE-51)
IF(%S2,LT,%S1,:HOUSE-S2)

:HOUSE-UTI1

IF(OR1,NE,0,:HOUSE-R)
IF(OR2,NE,0,:HOUSE-R)
WE
JP(:HOUSE-UTI1)

:HOUSE-UTIO
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IF(0S1,NE,0,:HOUSE-S12)
IF(oS2,NE,0,:HOUSE-S2)
WE
JP(:HOUSE-UTIO)

:HOUSE-S1

SV(oDOCK,1)
LK(!GO-DOCK)

JP(:DOCK1)
:HOUSE-S2

SV(DOCK,2)
LK(!GO-DOCK)

JP(:DOCK2)
:HOUSE-R

LK(!FIND-R)
IF(0DOCK,E0,1,:HOUSE-R1)
IF(ODOCK,M,2,:HOUSE-R2)

:HOUSE-R1
SV(oDOCK,3)
CL(0R1)

LK(!GO-TO)

SV(oMESAGE,4)
LK(!MESAGE)

SV(0C,0DC)
SV(011,0DR)

SV(ODOCK,1)
LK(!GO-DOCK)

SV(OMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK1)

:HOUSE -R2

CLR2)
SV(oDOCK,3)

LK( ?GO-TO)

SV(OMESAGE,4)
LK(!MESAGE)

SV(0C,oDC)
SV(OR,oDR)
SV(0DOCK,2)

LK(!GO-DOCK)
SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK2)

:HOUSE-DW
SV(oDC,20)
SV(oDR,O)

LK(!GO-TO)

JP(:DWELL)

:END-CRANE
; OF(2DWT1S.RPTLAD

PV(F,9999:00:00.00)

; OF(2DWT2S.RPT[,A])
PV(F,9999:00:00.00)

OF(2DWT1R.RPT[,A])
PV(F,9999:00:00.00)
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OF(2DWT2R.RPT[.A])

PV(F,9999:00:00.00)
OF(1DOCK.RPT[,A])
PV(F,CHIT1)

; pV(F,9999)
; OF(2DOCK.RPTLAD

PV(F,40HIT2)

PV(F,9999)
CF(RPT)
SV( %AVG-S1,%TTL-S1)
A0(%AVG-S1,/,OTHROUGHPUTSI)
SV(%AVG-82,96TTL-S2)

AO( %AVG-S2,1,410THROUGHPUTS2)

SV( %AVG-RI,%TTL-R1)

A0(%AVG-RI,/,oTHROUGHPUTR1)
SV(%AVG-R2,%TTL-R2)
A0(96AVG-R2,/,OTHROUGHPUTR2)

ER

BL(!GO-DOCK)
BL(!GO-DOCK)

IF(oDOCK,E0,1.:GO-DOCK1)
IF(oDOCK,EQ,2,:GO-DOCK2)

:GO -DOCK1

SV(,DC,0)
SV(ODR,O)

LK(!GO-TO)
JP(:ENDGO-DOCK)

:GO-DOCK2
MDC,42)
MoDR,O)

LK(!GO-TO)
:ENDGO-DOCK

EL

BL(!FINDS) FIND CLOSET CELL FOR STORAGE --
BL(!FIND-S)

:FIND-S

IF(oDOCK,EQ,I.:FIND-SA)
IF(oDOCK,E0,2,:FIND-SB)

:FIND-SA
SV(oDUMMY1,990)
SV(oINDEXR,O)
SV(UNDEXC.0)

:FIND-SAA
IF(OINDEXR,E0,5,:RESET-S)
IneINDEXR)
SV(oINDEXC,O)

:FIND -SAAR

IF(oINDEXC,E0,20,:FIND-SAA)
IV(OINDEXC)
SV(eDUMMY,00DAA(oINDEXC,oINDEXR))
IF(ODUMMY,GE,eDUMMYI,:FIND-SAAA)



SV(oDUMMY1,oDUMMY)
SV(oSC,oINDEXC)
SV(oSR,oINDEXR)
JP(:FIND-SAAA)

:FIND-SB
SV(oDUMMY,O)
SV(oDUMMY1,990)
SV(oINDEXR,O)
SV(oINDEXC,21)

:FIND-SBB

IF(oINDEXR,E0,5,:RESET-S)
IV(oINDEXR)
SV(oINDEXC,21)

:FIND-SBBB
IF(oINDEXC,E0,1,:FIND-SBB)
DV(oINDEXC)
SV(oDUMMY,00DBB(oINDEXC,oINDEXR))
IF(oDUMMY,GE,oDUMMY1,:FIND-SBBB)
SV(oDUMMY1,40DUMMY)

SV(oSC,oINDEXC)
SV(oSR,oINDEXR)
SP(:FIND-SBBB)

:RESET -S

SV(ooCELL(oSC,oSR),999)
SV(ooDAA(oSC,oSR),999)
SV(ooDBB(oSC,oSR),999)

:ENDFIND-S
AO(oSC,,2)
AO(OSR,,2)
SV(oDC,oSC)
SV(oDR,oSR)

EL

BL(lSET-R1) FIND WILL RETRIEVED CELL R2
BL(!SET-R1)

:SET-R1

RV(5,oSETR1C,1,20)
RV(5,oSETR1R,1,5)
SV(oSET1,00CELL(oSETR1C,oSETR1R))
IF(oSET1,NE,999,:SET-R1)
SV(ooCELL(OSETR1C,oSETR1R),991)
SV(%%CELL(oSETR1C,oSETR1R),OBS%ST)

SV(oRC,oSETR1C)
SV(oRR,oSETR1R)
AO(oRC0,2)
AO(oRR,,2)
SV(oMESAGE,2)

LK(!MESAGE)
EL

BL(!SET -R2) FIND WILL RETRIEVED CELL R2
BL(!SET -R2)
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:SET-R2

RV(5,oSETR2C,1,20)
RV(5,oSETR2R,I,5)

SV(oSET2,0oCELL(oSETR2C,0SETR2R))
IF(OSET2,NE,999,:SET-R2)
SV(WELL(OSETR2C,oSETR2R),992)
SV(%%CELL(0SETR2C,oSETR2R),OBJ%ST)
SV(oRC,oSETR2C)
SV(oRRpoSETR2R)

AO(oRC,o,2)
AO(oRR,,2)
SV(MESAGE,2)

LK(!MESAGE)
EL

BL(IFIND-R) FIND RETRIEVE CELL
BL(IFIND-R)

SV(0FIND-R,1)
SV(%TIMER -R1,0)

SV(%DIST -R1,999:00:00.00)
SV(%TIMER -R2,0)

SV(%DIST -R2,999:00:00.00)

SV(oINDEXC,O)
SV(oINDEXR.1)

:FIND-R

SV(%TIMER,CLOCK)
IV(0INDEXC)

IF(OINDEXC,OT,20,:CRECK -ROW)

SV(ODUMMY,00CELL(oINDEXC,oINDEXR))
IF(oDUMMY,EQ,991,:FIND-R1)
IF(oDUMMY,E0,992,:FIND-R2)
JP(:FIND-R)

:FIND -R1

SV(%DUMMY,%%CELL(oINDEXC,oINDEXR))
A0(%TIMER,-.%Dummy)

IF(%TimER,LT.%TimER-R1,:DIST-R1)
sv(%TimER-R1,%TIMER)
SV(oTIMER-1C,OINDEXC)
SV(oTIMER-1R,oINDEXR)

:DIST -R1

SV(oDC,oINDEXC)
SV(oDR,oINDEXR)
A0(0DC,,2)
A0(0DR,,2)

LK(!GO -TO)

SV(%DUMMY1,%%DISTA(OINDEXc,oINDEXR))
A0(%DUMMY,+,%DUMMY1)

IF(%DUMMY,GT,%DIST-R1,:FIND-R)
IF(%DUMMY,LT,%DIST-R1,:FIND-R11)
RV(9,oR1R2,1,2)

IF(oR1R2,E0,1,:FIND-R)
:FIND-R11

SV(%DIST-R1,%DUMMY)
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SV(oDIST-IC,oINDEXC)
SV(oDIST-1R,oINDEXR)
JP(:FIND-R)

:FIND-R2

sv(%Dummy,%9WELL(0InExc,0INDExR))
Ao(%TimER,-,%pummy)

IF(%TimER.LT,%TimER -R2.:DIST -R2)
SV(%TIMER-R2,%TIMER)
SV(OTIMER-2C,oINDEXC)
SV(oTIMER-2R,oINDEXR)

:DIST -R2

SV(oDC,oINDEXC)
SV(oDR,oINDEXR)
AO(ODC,,2)
AO(oDR,,2)

LIC(!GO -TO)

SV(%DUMMY1,%%DISTB(oINDEXC,oINDEXR))
A0(%DUMMY,+,%DUMMY1)
IF(%DUMMY,GT,%DIST-R2,:FIND-R)
IF(%DUMMY,LT,%DIST-R2,:FIND-R22)
RV(0,oR1R2,1,2)
IF(oR1R2.E0,I,:FIND-R)

:FIND-R22

sv(%DisT-R2,%DUMMY)
SV(oDIST-2C,OINDEXC)
SV(oDIST-2R,oINDEXR)
JP(:FIND-R)

:CHECK-ROW
SV(oINDEXC,O)
IV(oINDEXR)
IF(oINDEXR,GT,5,:SELECT-R)
JP(:FIND-R)

:SELECT -R

IF(%TIMER-R1,GT,%WTIME,:HOT-R)
IF(%TIMER-R2,GT,%WTIME,:HOT-R)
IF(%DIST-RI.LT,%DxsT-R2,:SET-DISTR1)
IF(%DIST-R2,LT,%DIST-R1,:SET-DISTR2)
RV(9,ODUMMY,1,2)
IF(oDUMMY,E0,1,:SET-DISTR1)

IF(0DUMMY,E0,2,:SET-DISTR2)
:HOT -R

IF(%TIMER -R1,GT,%TIMER -R2,:SET -HOT -R1)

IF(%TIMER -R2,GT,%TIMER -R1,:SET -HOT -R2)
:SET -HOT -R1

SV(oDOCK,1)

SV(0DC,OTIMER -1C)

SV(oDR,oTIMER -IR)
JP(:ENDFIND-R)

:SET -HOT -R2

SV(oDOCK,2)
SV(oDC,oTIMER -2C)

SV(ODR,oTIMER -2R)
JP(:ENDFIND-R)
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:SET -DISTRI

SV(ODOCK,1)

SV(ODC,0DIST -1C)
SV(oDR,ODIST -IR)

JP(:ENDFIND-R)
:SET -DISTR2

SV(oDOCK,2)
SV(oDC,oDIST -2C)

SV(oDR,ODIST -2R)
:ENDFIND-R

Sv(oocELL(oric.oDR).0)
SV(%ST,'WELL(oDc,oDR))
SV(%%CELL(oDC.oDR).0)

Sv(oDUMMY,00DA(0DC.0DR))
sv(o0DAA(opc,oDR),(0DUmmY)
SV(ODUMMY,00DB(oDC,ODR))
Sv(ooDBB(oDC,oDR),oDUMMY)
AO(opc,.2)
AO(oDR,,2)
sv(oFIND-R.0)

EL

BL(IGOTO)
BL(!GO-TO)

SV(oX,oC)
SV(olsoR)
SV(0DX,oDC)
SV(ODY,oDR)

ROW
IF(oDY,GT,oY,:ROW-UP)
IF(oDY,EQ,oY,:ROW-0)
IF(ODY,LT,oY,:ROW-DOWN)

:ROW-UP

AO(oDY,-,0Y)

SV(oMY,oDY)
SV(0DIR,1)
JP(:COLOUMN)

:ROW-0

SV(MY,O)
SV(oDIR,O)
JP(:COLOUMN)

:ROW-DOWN

AO(oY,-,oDY)
SV(OMY,,Y)
SV(oDIR.2)

COLOUMN
:COLOUMN

IF(oDX,GT,OX,:COL-RIGHT)
IF(oDX,EQ.oX,:COL-0)
IF(ODX,LT,oX,:COL-LEFT)

:COL-RIGHT

AO(oDX,-,OX)
SV(oMX,oDX)
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SV(oDIC,4)
JP(:ENDROW-COL)

:COL-0
SV(*MX,O)

SV(ODIC,O)
JP(:ENDROW-COL)

:COL-LEFT

A0(0X,-,.DX)
SV(oMX,0X)
SV(oDIC,3)

:ENDROW -COL

LK(!SIMU)
IF(oFIND-R,EQ,1,:END-MOVE)
- - - MOVE-COL

IF(ODIC,E0,0,:MOVE -ROW)
IF(oDIC,E0,3,:MOVE -LEFT)
IF(oDIC,E0,4,:MOVE -RIGHT)

:MOVE-LEFT
ML(oMX,%MTIME)
JP(:MOVE-ROW)

:MOVE-RIGHT

MR(0MX,%MTIME)
MOVE-ROW

:MOVE-ROW

IF(oDIR,E0,0:END-MOVE)
IF(oDIR,EQ,1,:MOVE-UP)
mro(omY06mTimE)

JP(:END-MOVE)
:MOVE-UP

MU(OMY,%MTIME)
:END-MOVE

EL

:ID1

:ID2

BL(!SIMU)
BL(!SIMU)

SV(oDUMMY1,OMX)
SV(oDUMMY2.4,MY)

IF(ODOCK,E0,3,:ID1)
AO(oDUMMY2,-,2)

sv(%Dummyl,%movETE)
sv(%Dummy2,%movETv)
A0(%DUMMY1,*,ODUMMY1)
A0(%DUMMY2,,oDUMMY2)
AO(ODUMMY1,4-poDUMMY2)

IF(ODUMMY1,E0,0,:ENDLKSIMU)
IF(ODOCK,EQ,3,:ID2)
A0(0DUMMY1,+,2)

IF(%DUMMY1,LT,%DUMMY2,:Y-TIME)
:X-TIME

SV(%DUMMY,%DUMMY1) ;FOR NEAREST NEIGHBOR
A0(%DUMMY1,/,ODUMMY1)



SV(MTIME,%DUMMyl)
JP(:ENDLKSIMU)

:Y-TIME
SV(%DUMMY,%DUMMY2)
A0(96DUMMY2,/,0DUMMY1)
SV(%MTIME,%DUMMY2)

:ENDLKSIMU

EL

;FOR NEAREST NEIGHBOR

BL(!MASAGE) PRINT MASAGE
BL(!MESAGE)

IF(oMESAGE,E0.2,:PMRG)
IF(oMESAGE,E0,3,:PMRG)
AO(oDC,,2)
AO(ODR,,160)
AO(MESAGE,+,oDC)
AGMESAGE,-,oDR)
IF(OMESAGE.E0,4.:PM"")

:PMS

:PM""

PM(MESAGE,S)
JP(:RETURN1)

PM(MESAGE," ")
:RETURN'

AO(MESAGE,-,oDC)
A0(MESAGE,+0,DR)
AO(oDC,/,2)
AO(oDR,/,160)
JP(:ENDMESAGE)

:PMRG

:PMR

:PMG

AO(ORC,,2)
AO(oRR,,160)
AO(MESAGE,+,oRC)
AO(MESAGE,-,oRR)
IF(oMESAGE,E0,3,:PMG)

PM( MISAGE .R )

JP( :RETURN2)

PM(MESAGE.0)
:RETURN2

AGMESAGE,-,oRC)
A0(MESAGE,+,oRR)
AO(ORC, /,2)

Ao(oRR,/,160)
:ENDMESAGE

SV(oMESAGE,5)
EL

END OF PROGRAM LAYOUT2.MDL
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Layout 3

MODEL: AUTOMATED STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
FILE NAME: LAYOUT3.MDL
THIS PROGRAM IS FOR LAYOUT-3

STORAGE: FCFS, CLOSEST OPEN LOCATION
RETRIEVAL: FCFS

NEAREST-NEIGHBOR

PRE-SET ARRAY
SV(oAC,1)
SV(oBC,20)
SV(oR,O)

:SETARRAYAB

SV(%STD,00:01.00)
SV(oDUMMYAC,oAC)
SV(oDUMMYR,oR)
AO(oDUMMYAC,,4)
AO(oDUMMYR,,20)
IV(oR)

IF(oDUMMYAC,LT,oDUMMYR.:SVDUMMYR)
IF(oDUMMYAC.GE,oDUMMYR,:SVDUMMYAC)

:SVDUMMYAC

SV(oDUMMY,ODUMMYAC)
JP(:PRE-SET)

:SVDUMMYR

SV(oDUMMY,oDUMMYR)
:PRE-SET

A0(%STD,,oDUMMY)
sv(ODIsTA(oAc.oft).%sTD)
sv(96%DisTB(ow,011),%sm)
SV(ooDA(oAC,OR),ODUMMY)
SV(oODAA(oAC,oR),ODUMMY)
SV(ooDB(oBC,oR),oDUMMY)
SV(oODBB(oBC,ort)poDUMMY)
DV(oR)
IV(CAC)

DV(oBC)

IF(oAC,GT,20.:CHECKR)
JP(:SETARRAYAB)

:CHECKR

IF(oR,GE,4.:ENDARRAY)
IV(oR)

SV(oAC,1)
SV(oBC,20)

JP(:SETARRAYAB)
:ENDARRAY

PRE-SET UTILIGATION (%)
:PRESET -S2
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LK(!FIND-S2)
SV(4PMESAGE,2)

LK(IMESAGE)
IV(oUTI)

IV(oUTIS2)
IF(OUTI,GE,oPRE-UTI,:END-PRESET)

:PRESET-S1
LK(!FIND-S1)

SV(oMESAGE,1)
LK(!IESAGE)

IV(UTI)
IV(oUTISI)
IF(oUTI,LT,oPRE-UTI,:PRESET-S2)

:END-PRESET

PRE-SET RANDOM VARIABLE SEEDS
RS(1,#SEEDS1)
RS(2,#SEEDS2)
RS(3,#SEEDR1)
RS(4,#SEEDR2)
RS(5,#SEEDR)
RS(9,#SEED)
WK
ER

ROUT #3 (STORAGE Si)
BR(3,XY(16,2),%ARRIVS1)

RV(1,E,%ARRIVS1,%0ARRIVS1)
IF(OUTI,GE,100,:END-S1)
IF(oS1,GE,10,:END-S1)
SV(OBJ %ST,CLOCK)

IV(oS1)
MD(14,0)
SV(%S1,0BAST)
TP(S1)
WE
PO(S1)
MANREADY1,0)
IV(oUTI)
DV(oS1)

IF(oMOVE,NE,999,WAIT)
SV(CMOVE,O)
sv(oBA2,cLocii)
Ao(oBJ962,-,mAsT)
OF(2DWT1S.RPTE,AD
PV(F,OBJ%2)
CF(RPT)

Ao(%TTL-51.-Ftwm9G2)

IF(oang2,LT,MAxsi,:00-cm-S1)
sv(%mAxsi,oBJ*2)

:00-0N-S1

IV(oUTIS1)
IV(0THROUGHPUTS1)
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:END-S1

ER

-- ROUT #4 (RETRIEVE S2)
BR(4,XY(64,2),%ARRIVS2)

RV(2,E,%ARRIVS2,%0ARRIVS2)
IF(oUTI,GE,100,:EED-S2)
IF(oS2,GE,10,:END-S2)
SV(OBJ%ST,CLOCK)
IV(oS2)
RV(2,E,%ARRIVS2,%0ARRIVS2)
MD(14,0)
SV(%S2,OBJ%ST)
TP(S2)
WE
POS2)
MAREADY2,0)
IV(oUTI)

DV(oS2)

IF(oMOVE,NE,999,WAIT)
SV(oMOVE,O)
SV(OBJ%2,CLOCK)
AO(OBJ%2,-,OBJ%ST)
OF(2DWT2S.RPT[,A])
PV(F,OBJ%2)
CF(RPT)
Ao(%mrs2,+,0&02)
IF(OBJ%2,LT,MAXS2,:GO-ON-S2)
sv(%mAx22,013J%2)

:GO-ON-S2

IV(oUTIS2)
IV(oTHROUGHPUTS2)

:END-S2

ER

ROUTH 5 (RETRIEVE R1)
BR(5,XY(37,20),%ARRIVR1)

RV(3,E,%ARRIVR1,%0ARRIVR1)
IF(oUTIS1,LE,0,:END-R1)
IF(oR1,GE,10,:END-R1)
SV(OBJ%ST,CLOCK)

LK(!SET-R1)

DV(oUTIS1)
IV(0111)

mi,(14,0)

sv(96Riv0sAsT)
TP(111)
WE
P0(111)
MA(READY1,0)
DV(oUTI)



DV(oR1)
SV(OBJ%1,%sT)
IF(.MOVE,NE,999,WAIT)
SV(oMOVE,O)
SV(OBJ %2,CLOCK)
AO(OBJ%2.-,013Jit1)

; OF(2DWT1R.RPT[,A])
PV(F,OBJ %2)

CF(RPT)
A0(%TTL-R1,+,08J9g.2)

IF(OB.A2,LT,96MAKR1:00 -ON -R1)
SV(%MAKR1,06J%2)

:GO-ON-Al

MD(5,16MOVET)

ML(15,%MOVET)
IV(0THROUGHPUTRI)

:END-R1

ER

ROUT# 6 (RETRIEVE R2)
BR(6,XY(43,20),%ARRIVR2)

RV(4,E,9gARRIVR2,%0ARRIVR2)

IF(oUTIS2,LE,0,:END-R2)
IF(oR2,GE,10,:END-R2)
SV(OBJ %ST,CLOCK)

DV(oUTIS2)

Iv(oR2)
LK(!SET -R2)

MR(14,0)
SV( %R2,0BJ%ST)

TP(R2)
WE
P0(112)
MAEADY2,0)
DV(oUTI)
Dv(oR2)
SV(OBJ9g1,%ST)

IF(oMOVE,NE,999,WAIT)
sv(omovE,O)
sv(OBJ%2,CLOcK)
Ao(oBJ%2,-,oBJ%1)
OF(2DWT2R.RPT[,A])
pV(F,OBJ%2)
CF(RPT)
A0(%TTL-R2,+.0BA2)
IF(oBJ9g2,LTSMAKR2,:GO -ON -R2)
sV(%MAKR2,013.1%2)

:GO -ON -R2

MD(5,%MOVET)
MR(15,%MOVET)
iv(oTHROUGHPUTR2)

:END-R2
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ER

ROUT k2 (CRANE)
BR(2,4TWELL 0)

CRANE AT DWELL POINT
:DWELL

IF(CLOCK,GE,UTIME,:END-CRANE)
SV(oCODE,O)
SV(ODOCK,O)

SV(oC.20)
SV(OR,O)
IF(oUTI.GE,100,:DW-UTI1)
IF(OUTI,E0,0,:DW-UTIO)
IF(oS1,NE,0,:DWELL-DOCK12)
IF(oS2,NE,O.:DWELL-DOCK2)
IF(oR1,NE,0,:DWELL-R)
IF(oR2,NE,0,:DWELL-R)
WE
JP(:DWELL)

:DW-UTI1

IF(OR1,NE,0,:DWELL-R)
IF(oR2,NE,0,:DWELL-R)
WE
JP(:DW-UTI1)

:DW-UTIO

IF(oS1,NE,0,:DWELL-D0CK12)
IF(OS2,NE,0,:DWELL-DOCK2)
WE
JP(:DW-UTIO)

:DWELL-DOCK12

IF(oS2,E00,0,:DWELL-DOCK1)

IF(9tSI,LT.ItS2.:DWELL-DOCK1)

IF(%52,LTots1,:DwELL-DocK2)
DWELL-DOCK1

mi.(20,%movETH)

sv(ocoDE,1)
JP(:Dociu)

:DWELL-DOCK2

MR(22,%MOVETH)
SV(OCODE,2)
JP(:DOCK2)

:DWELL-R
LK( ?FIND-R)

IF(oDOCK,EQ,1,:DW-R1)
IF(oDOCK,E0,2.:DW-R2)

:DW-R1

CL(111)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(OMESAGE, 5)
LK(!MESAGE)

SV(oC,c0DC)

SV(oR,oDR)
LK(!GO-DOCK)
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SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK1)

:DW-R2

CL(.R2)
LK(!GO -TO)

SV(PMESAGE,5)
LK(!MESAGE)

SV(oC,ODC)
SV(oR,oDR)

LK(!GO -DOCK)

SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK2)

CARNE AT DOCK I
:DOCK1

IF(cLocK,GE,%sTIME,:END-CRANE)
IF(OCODE,E0,1,:00-0N-1)
AO(OTTLHIT2,+,oHIT2)
AO(oTTL2,+,1)
OF(2DOCK.RPT[,A])
PV(F0PHIT2)
SV(oHIT2,0)
CF(RPT)

:GO-ON-1

AO(oHIT1,+,1)
SV(oCODE,1)
SV(40DOCK,1)

SV(oC,O)
SV(oR.0)

IF(oUTI.GE,100.:DOCK1-UTI1)
IF(oUTI,E0,0.:DOCKI-UTIO)

IF(oSI,NE,0,:DOCKI-S1)
IF(oR1,NE,O.:DOCK1-R)
IF(oR2,NE,0,:DOCK1-R)
IF(oS2,NE,0,:DOCK1-DOCK2)
JP(:DOCK1-DWELL)

:DOCK1-UTI1

IF(oR1,NE,0,:DOCK1-R)
IF(oR2,NE.O.:DOCK1-R)
WE
JP(:DOCK1-UTI1)

:DOCK1-UTIO

IF(oS1,NE,0,:DOCK1-S12)
IF(oS2,NE,0,:DOCK1-DOCK2)
WE

JP(:DOCK1-UTIO)
:DOCK1-S12

IF(oS2.E0.0,:DOCK1-S1)
IF(9681.LT,%S2,:DOCK1-$1)

IF(16S2,LT,ItS1,:DOCKI-DOCK2)
:DOCK1-S1

CL(S1)
LK(!FIND-S1)
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LK(!GO-TO)
SV(oMESAGE,1)

LK(!MESAGE)
SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:IN-HOUSE)

:DOCK1-R

LK(!FIND-R)

IF(0DOCK,E0,1,:DOCK1-R1)
IF(oDOCK,EQ,2,:DOCK1-R2)

:DOCK1-R1

GL(M)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(OMESAGE,5)
LK(IMESAGE)

SV(oC,40DC)

SV(oR,oDR)
LK(TGO-DOCK)

SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK1)

:DOCK1-R2

CL(112)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(MESAGE,5)
LK(!MESAGE)

SV(OC,oDC)
SV(oRtoDR)
SV(0DOCK,2)

LK(!GO-DOCK)
SV(IDMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK2)

:DOCK1-DOCK2

MR(42,%MOVETH)
JP(:DOCK2)

:DOCK1-DWELL

MR(20,%movETH)
JPDWELL)

CRANE AT DOCK 2
:DOCK2

IF(CLOCK,GE,%STIME,:END-CRANE)
IF(OCODE,E0,2,:GO-ON-2)
AO(OTTLHIT1,+,oHIT1)
AO(oTTL1,+,1)
OFODOCK.RPTLAD
PV(F,CHIT1)
SV(WIT1,0)
CF(RPT)

;:GO-ON-2

AO(oHIT2,+,1)
SV(oCODE,2)
SV(oDOCK,2)

SV(0C,42)
SV(oR,0)
IF(oUTI,GE,100,:DOCK2-UTI1)
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IF(OUTI,E0,0,:DOCK2-UTIO)
IF(oS2,NE,O0DOCK2-52)
IF(0111,NE,0,:DOCK2-R)

IF(oR2,NE,0,:DOCK2-R)
IF(OS1,NE,0,:DOCK2-DOCK1)
JP(:DOCK2-DWELL)

:DOCK2-UTI1
IF(0R1,NE,00DOCK1-R)
IF(OR2,NE,0,:DOCK1-R)
WE
JP(:DOCK2-UTI1)

:DOCK2-UTIO

IF(052,NE,0,:DOCK2-S12)
IF(oS1,NE,00DOCK2-DOCK1)
WE
JP(:DOCK2-UTIO)

:DOCK2-S12

IF(0S1,E0,00DOCK2-22)
IF(9651,LT,%S2,:DOCK2-DOCK1)
IF(%S2,LTAS1,:DOCK2-S2)

:DOCK2-S2

CL(S2)
LK(!FIND-S2)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(PMESAGE,2)
LK(!MESAGE)

SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:IN-HOUSE)

:DOCK2-R
LK(!FIND-R)

IF(0DOCK,E0,1,:DOCK2-R1)
IF(0DOCK,E0,2,:DOCK2-112)

:DOCK2-R1

CL(R1)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(OMESAGE,5)
LK(!MESAGE)

SV(oC,ODC)

SV(0R,ODR)
SV(ODOCK,1)

LK(!GO-DOCK)
SV(OMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK1)

:DOCK2-R2

CL(R2)
LK(!GO-TO)

SV(oMESAGE,5)
LK(!MESAGE)

SV(oC,oDC)
SV(OR,ODR)

LK(!GO-DOCK)
SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK2)



:DOCK2-DOCK1

mi(42,%movEno
JP(:DOCK1)

:DOCK2 -DWELL

ML(22,%MOVETH)
JP(:DWELL)

CRANE AT IN-HOUSE
:IN-HOUSE

IF(CLOCK,GEASTIME,:END-CRANE)
SV(oDOCK,3)
SV(oC,oDC)

SV(0R,oDR)
IF(oUTI,GE,100,:HOUSE-UTI1)
IF(oUTI,E0,0,:HOUSE-UTIO)
IF(oR1,NE,0,:HOUSE-R)
IF(oR2,NE,0,:HOUSE-R)
IF(oS1,NE,0,:HOUSE-512)
IF(oS2,NE,0,:HOUSE-S2)
JP(:HOUSE-DW)

:HOUSE -512

IF(o52,E0,0,:HOUSE-S1)
IF(%51,LTAS2,:HOUSE-S1)
IF(%S2,LTAS1,:HOUSE-S2)

:HOUSE-UTI1

IF(oR1,NE,0,:HOUSE-R)
IF(oR2,NE,0,:HOUSE-R)
WE
JP(:HOUSE-UTI1)

:HOUSE-UTIO
IF(oS1,NE,0,:HOUSE-S12)
IF(oS2,NE,0,:HOUSE-52)
WE
JP(:HOUSE-UTIO)

:HOUSE-51

SV(ODOCK,1)
LK(!GO-DOCK)

JP(:DOCK1)
:HOUSE-52

SV(ODOCK,2)
LK(!GO-DOCK)

JP(:DOCK2)
:HOUSE-R

LK(!FIND-R)

IF(CDOCK,E0,1,:HOUSE-R1)
IF(ODOCK,E0,2,:HOUSE-R2)

:HOUSE-R1

SV(oDOCK,3)
CL(R1)

LK(!GO-TO)
SV(oMESAGE,5)

LK(!MESAGE)
SV(oC,oDC)
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SV(oR,0DR)
SV(oDOCK,1)

LI(!GO-DOCK)
SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK1)

:HOUSE-R2

CL('R2)
SV(oDOCK,3)

LK(!GO-TO)
SV(oMESAGE,5)

LK(!MESAGE)
SV(oC,ODC)
SV(oRtoDR)
SV(oDOCK,2)

LK(!GO-DOCK)
SV(oMOVE,999)
JP(:DOCK2)

:HOUSE-DW
SV(oDC,20)
SV(I0DR,O)

LK(!00-TO)
JP(:DWELL)

:END-CRANE
OF(2DWT1S.RPT[,A])
PV(F,9999:00:00.00)

; OF(2DWT2S.RPT[,A])
PV(F,9999:00:00.00)

; OF(2DWT1R.RPT[,A])
PV(F,9999:00:00.00)
OF(2DWT2R.RPT[,A])
PV(F,9999:00:00.00)

; OF(1DOCK.RPT[,A])
PV(F,oHIT1)
PV(F,9999)
OF(2DOCK.RPT[,A])
PV(F,oHIT2)
PV(F,9999)
CF(RPT)
SV(%AVG-S1,%TTL-S1)
A0(%AVG-S1,/,oTHROUGHPUTS1)
SV(%AVG-52,%TTL-S2)
AO( SAVG-S2,/,oTHROUGHPUTS2)
SV( %AVG-R1,%TTL-R1)

A0(%AVG-R1d.OTHROUGHPUTR1)
SV(%AVG-R2,%TTL-R2)

A0(%AVG-R2,/,oTHROUGHPUTR2)
ER

BL(!GO-DOCK)
BL(!GO-DOCK)

IF(oDOCK,E0,1,:00-DOCK1)
IF(oDOCK.EQ,2,:GO-DOCK2)



:GO-DOCK1
SV(oDC,O)
SV(oDR,O)

LK(100-TO)

JP(:ENDGO-DOCK)
:00-DOCK2

SV(oDC,42)
SV(oDR,O)

LK(!GO-TO)
:ENDGO-DOCK

EL

BL(!FIND-S1) FIND CLOSET CELL FOR STORAGE
BL(!FIND-S1)

SV(oDUMMY1,990)
SV(oINDEXR,O)
SV(0INDEXC,0)

:FIND-S1

IF(oINDEXR,E0,5,:RESET -51)
IV(CINDEXR)
SV(IDINDEXC,O)

:FIND-SA

IF(oINDEXC,E0,20,:FIND-51)
IV(oINDEXC)

SV(oDUMMY,00DAA(OINDEXC,oINDBXR))

IF(ODUMMY,OB4ODUMMY1,:FIND -SA)
:FIND-SAA

SV(oDUMMY1,ODUMMY)
SV(OSC,oINDEXC)
SV(o5R,oINDEXR)
JP(:FIND-5A)

:RESET-51

SV(ooCELL(oSC,o5R),991)
SV(ooDAA(oSC,OSR),991)
SV(ooDBB(oSC,0SR),991)

:ENDFIND-S1

AO(oSC,,2)
A0(40SR,..2)

SV(oDC,OSC)
SV(oDR,oSR)

EL

;-- BL(!FIND-S2) FIND CLOSET CELL FOR STORAGE
BL(!FIND-S2)

SV(ODUMMY1,990)
SV(OINDEXR,O)

:FIND-52

IF(oINDEXR,E0,5,:RESET -52)
IV(oINDEXR)
SV(oINDEXC,21)

:FIND-SB

IF(oINDEXC,E0,1,:FIND-52)
DV(@INDEXC)
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SV(oDUMMY,00DBB(60INDEXC,DINDEXR))
IF(oDUMMY,GE,oDUMMY1,:FIND-SB)

:FIND-SBB

SV(oDUMMY1,oDUMMY)
SV(.SC,oINDEXC)
SV(oS11,44INDEXR)

JP(:FIND-SB)
:RESET-S2

SV(ooCELL(oSC,oSR),992)
Sv(440DAA(esc,o8R),992)
sv(ocris2(oSC.0SR).992)

:ENDFIND-S2
AO(oSC,,2)
A0(oSR,,2)
SV(oDC,oSC)
SV(oDR,oSR)

EL

;--------- BL(!SET-R1) FIND WILL RETRIEVED CELL R2 ----
BL(!SET-R1)

:SET-R1

RV(5,oSETR1C,1,20)
RV(5,0SETR1R,1,5)

SV(oSET1,00CELL(oSETR1C,oSETR1R))
IF(oSEII,NE,991,:SET-R1)
SV(ooCELL(oSETR1C,oSETR1R),993)
sv(WELL(oSETR1CtoSETR1R).oBJ%ST)
SV(oRC,oSETR1C)
SV(oRRosSETR1R)
AO(oRC,,2)
AO(oRR,,2)
SV(oMESAGE,3)

LK(!MESAGE)
EL

BL(!SET-R2) FIND WILL RETRIEVED CELL R2
BL(!SET-R2)

:SET-R2

RV(5,oSETR2C,1,20)
RV(5.0SETR2R,1,5)
sv(oSET2,00CELL(oSETR2C,oSETR2R))
IF(oSET2,NE,992,:SET-R2)
SV(ooCELL(oSETR2C,osETR2R),994)
Sv(%%cELL(osETR2C,osETR2R),M3J9tST)
Sv(oRC.oSETR2C)
Sv(oRR,oSETR2R)
WoRC,.2)
AO(oRR,,2)
SV(oMESAGE,4)

LK(!MESAGE)
EL

BL(!FIND-R) FIND RETRIEVE CELL
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BL(!FIND-R)
SV(oFIND-R,1)
sv( %TIMER -R1,0)

sv(%DisT-R1,999:00:00.00)
SV(%TIMER -R2,0)

SV(%DIST -R2,999:00:00.00)
SV(oINDEXC,O)
SV(oINDEXR,1)

:FIND-R

sv(STImER,ctocK)
IV(oINDEXC)

IF(OINDEXC,GT,20,:CHECK -ROW)
SV(oDUMMY,00CELL(0INDEXC,60INDEXR))
IF(oDUMMY,EQ,093,:FIND-R1)
IF(oDUMMY,E0,9940FIND-R2)
JP(:FIND-R)

:FIND-R1

SV(%DUMMY,%%CELL(OINDEXC,oINDEXR))
A0(%TIMER, -,SCDUMMY)

IF(%TIMER,LT,%TIMER -R1,:DIST -R1)

SV(%TIMER-R1,%TIMER)
SV(oTIMER-1C,OINDEXC)
SV(oTIMER-1R,oINDEXR)

:DIST -R1

SV(oDC,oINDEXC)
SV(oDR,OINDEXR)
AO(oDC,,2)
AO(oDR,,2)

LK(IGO-TO)

SV(%DUMMY1,%%DISTA(oINDEXC,oINDEXR))
Ao(%DummY,+,%Dummy1)
IF(%DUMMY,GT,%DIST -R10FIND-R)
IF(%Dummy,LT,%DisT -R10DIST -R11)
RV(9,oR1R2,1,2)
IF(oR1R2,E0,1,:FIND-R)

:DIST -R11

SV(%DIST-R1ADUMMY)
SV(oDIST-1C,OINDEXC)
SV(oDIST-1R,oINDEXR)
JP(:FIND-R)

:FIND-R2

SV(%DUMMY,%%CELL(PINDEXC,oINDEXR))
A0(%TIMER,-,%DUMMY)

IF(%TIMER,LTATIMER-R2,:DIST -R2)
SV( %TIMER -R2, %TIMER)

SV(OTIMER-2C,oINDEXC)
SV(oTIMER-2R,oINDEXR)

:DIST -R2

SV(oDC,oINDEXC)
SV(oDR,OINDEXR)
AO(oDC,,2)
AO(oDR,,2)

LK(!GO -TO)
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Sv(%DUMMY1,%%DISTB(oINDEXC,0INDEXR))
Ao(%DummY.+.%Dummy1)
IF(%DUMMY,GT,%DIST-R2,:FIND-R)
IF( WUMMY,LT,%DIST -R2,:DIST -R22)
RV(9,oR1R2,1,2)

IF(oR1R2,E0,1,:FIND-R)
:DIST -R22

SV(ItDIST -R2,%DUMMY)

SV(oDIST-2C,oINDEXC)
SV(oDIST-2R,oINDEXR)
JP(:FIND-R)

:CHECK-ROW
SV(oINDEXC,O)
IV(oINDEXR)

IF(oINDEXR,GT,5,:SELECT-R)
JP(:FIND-R)

:SELECT -R

IF(%TIMER-RI,GT,%WTIME,:HOT-R)
IF( STIMER-R2,GTOWTIME,:HOT-R)
IF(%DIST-RI,LTOLDIST-R20SET-DISTR1)
IF(%DiST-R2,LT,%DIST-Il1oSET-DISTR2)
RV(9,oDUMMY,1,2)
IF(oDUMMY,E0,10SET-DISTRI)
IF(oDUMMY,E0,20SET-DISTR2)

:HOT -R

IF(9f,TIMER -R1,GTOLTIMER -R20SET -HOT -R1)

IF(% TIMER -R2,GTSTIMER-RloSET -HOT -R2)
:SET -HOT -R1

SV(oDOCK,1)
SV(oDC,OTIMER -1C)

SV(oDR,oTIMER -1R)

JP(:ENDFIND-R)
:SET -HOT -R2

SV(oDOCK,2)
SV(oDC,oTIMER -2C)

SV(oDR,oTIMER -2R)

JP(:ENDFIND-R)
:SET -DISTRI

SV(oDOCK,1)

SV(oDC,ODIST -1C)

SV(oDR,oDIST -1R)

JP(:ENDFIND-R)
:SET -DISTR2

SV(oDOCK,2)
SV(oDC,oDIST -2C)

SV(oDR,oDIST -2R)

:ENDFIND-R
SV(ooCELL(oDC,oDR),0)
SV(%ST,O,CELL(oDC,ODR))
sv(%%CELL(oDC,c0DR).0)

Sv(oDUMmY,00DA(0Dco,DR))
Sv(ooDAAO,DC,DDRhoDUmMY)
SV(oDUMMY,00DB(oDC,oDR))
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SV(ooDBB(oDC,ODR),ODUMMY)
AO(ODC,,2)
AO(ODR,,2)
SV(oFIND-R,0)

EL

BL(!GOTO)
BL(!GO-TO)

SV(oX,oC)
SV(oY,oR)
SV(ODX,oDC)
SV(ODY,ODR)

ROW

IF(0DY,GT,oY,:ROW-UP)
IF(oDY,E00,Y,:ROW-0)
IF(oDY,LT,oY0ROW-DOWN)

:ROW-UP

AO(oDY,-,oY)
SV(oMY,oDY)
SV(0DIR,1)
JP(:COLOUMN)

:ROW-0

SV(0MY,O)

SV(CDIR,O)
JP(:COLOUMN)

:ROW-DOWN
AO(OY,-,oDY)
SV(oMY,oY)
SV(oDIR,2)

COLOUMN
:COLOUMN

IF(0DX,GT,OX000L -RIGHT)
IF(0DX,E0.0X,:COL -0)
IF(ODX,LT,4,X,:COL -LEFT)

:COL-RIGHT

AO(ODX,-,4,X)

SV(oMX,oDX)
SV(ODIC,4)

JP(:ENDROW-COL)
:COL-0

SV(0MX,O)
SV(0DIC,O)
JP(:ENDROW -COL)

:COL-LEFT

AO(CX, -,ODX)

SV(oMX,oX)
SV(oDIC,3)

:ENDROW -COL

LK(!SIMU)

IF(0FIND-R.E0.1,END-MOVE)
MOVE-COL



IF(ODIC.EO,0,:MOVE -ROW)

IF(oDIC,E0.3,:MOVE-LEFT)
IF(ODIC,E0,4.:MOVE-RIGHT)

:MOVE-LEFT

ML(0MX,MTIME)
JP(:MOVE-ROW)

:MOVE-RIGHT

MR(OMX,MTIME)
MOVE-ROW

:MOVE-ROW

IF(eDIR,E0,0,:END-MOVE)
IF(oDIR,E0,1.:MOVE -UP)

MD(w/MY,MTIME)
JP(:END-MOVE)

:MOVE-UP

MU(PMY,%MTIME)
:END-MOVE

EL

:ID1

:1D2

BL(!SIMU)
BL(!SIMU)

SV(oDUMMY1,,MX)
SV(oDUMMY2,40MY)

IF(eDOCK,E0,3,:ID1)
AO(ODUMMY2, -,2)

sv( %Dummyl,%movETH)

sv(Cnimmy2,%movsTv)
A0(%DUMMY1,010DUMMY1)
Ao(96pUmmi2,010pummy2)
AO(oDUMMY1,+,0DUMMY2)

IF(ODUMMY1,E0,0,:ENDLKSIMU)
IF(ODOCK.E0,3,:ID2)
AO(oDUMMY1,+,2)

IF(%DUMMY1,LT,%DUMMY2.:Y-TIME)
:X-TIME

SV( %DUMMY,%DUMMY1)

A0(%DUMMY1,/,oDUMMY1)
SV( SMTIME,%DUMMY1)

JP(:ENDLKSIMU)
:Y-TIME

SV( %DUMMY,96DUMMY2)

A0(%DUMMY2,/,60DUMMY1)
SV( %MTIME,%DUMMY2)

:ENDLKSIMU
EL

BL(!MASAGE) PRINT MASAGE
BL(!MESAGE)

IF(eMESAGE,E0.2,:PMRG)
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:PMS

:PMF

:PM""

IF(otiESAGE,E0,4,:PMRG)
IF(oMESAGE,EC),6,:ENDMESAGE)

A0(oDC,,2)
AO(oDR,,160)
AO(MESAGE,+,oDC)
AO(MESAGE,-,0DR)
1F(oMESAGE,E0,1,:PMS)
IF(oMESAGE,E0,2,:PMF)

IF(oMIZAGE,E0.5,:PM"")

PMMESAGE,S)
JP(:RETURN1)

PMMESAGE,F)
JP(:RETURN1)

PM(MESAGE," ")
:RETURN'

AO(MESAGE,-,oDC)
AO(MESAGE,+,coDR)
A0(oDC,/,2)
AO(oDR,/,160)
JP(:ENDMESAGE)

:PMRG

A0(oRC,,2)
AO(oRR,,160)
AO(MESAGE,+,oRC)
AO(MESAGE,-,oRR)
IF(oMESAGE,E0,4,:PMG)

:PMR

PM(MESAGE,R)
JP( :RETURN2)

:PMG

PM(MESAGE,G)
:RETURN2

AO(MESAGE,-,oRC)
A0(MESAGE,+,oRR)
Ao(citc,/,2)

Ao(oRR,/,160)
:ENDMESAGE

SV(oMESAGE,6)
EL

4
END OF LAYOUT-3
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